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"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, May 24, 1934
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RURAL LETTER D Morgan and Party on- Lower Tennessee 25,000 PLEAD
CARRIERS WILL
FOR SALES TAX
MEET IN CITY
A-T FRANKFORT

I

One of the most -colorful and of the graduating class.
interesting May Day programs ever
The first part of the program
Presented in Miaow; Vall&- offered -wm "The Callsto Citizenship."_ prean appreciative crowd of several senting in order the rabbits, the
• hundred on the Murray high "sctoot band, the class, the contest of the
Louisville Newspaper Man in campus Wednesday afternoon at flowers, the Making of the Rain- First District Association to
Murray Sends Lange DelegaWashington Tells of Sur- 4.30 eklock. The program was bow, Search for the Pot of Gold,
Hold Annual Session'
tion Including College and
prepared and directed by Walter Gypsies, Making of the Class Will
veys for Aurora Dam
Decoration Day
Band to Capital
B. Moser and was given in honor -s-Notary, Martell Bailey.
Part
Two
consisted
of
k presen- SEVERAL MURRAY MEN
AUTHORITY RELEASES
RICHMOND PLEADS
tation of the Arts and Sciences.
REPORT OF ACTIONS
ARE ON THE PROGRAM
CHILDREN'S CAUSE
Music was furnished by the high
school
band,
directed
by
Joe
EngBy DAVID R. SCOTT
Murray will be host city to the
FRANKFORT, Ky., May 21lish
More than a hundred stu- First District Rural Carriers Asin, Louisville Herald-Post
With blaring bands, a parade of
dents of all ages participated in sociation Decoration Day. This is
delegations from nearly every geeWASHINGTON, May 18-a vast
the offering.
an annual affair held each Decoration of the -state --moved from
network
of transmission lines Crowds Continue at League Games;
Wednesday evening, the crack tion Day in a Purchase county
downtown Frankfort today on to
bringing cheap power from -the
Interest Is High; Two
Murray high band was presented seat.
the capital in a demonstration supTennessee Valley to farm and city
Games Tonight.
In. Its fourth annual concert in the
-E -..-Clark_. will. preside over
porting the administrations revehomes and- factories- in all parts- of
schOOT aildltorhun. the sessions which will be held
nue 'program.
Kentucky
constructed
will
be
Softball continues as popular in
Not only did Mr. Engiish and morning and afternoon in the Murunder a five-year expansion_ pro- Murray as a series of parties after
Administration leaders estimated
gram mappectout by the Tennessee Lent. The stands are filled night- his pupils win praise for their ex- ray high school'auditorium. Several'
that more than 10.000 took part in
for
but
the
playing
also
cellent
prospeakers
the
are
on
Murray
Vallee Authority. :
the parade and that as many ah
ly, the games are becoming closer well-chosen program vAlich was gram, including Postmaster H. T.
-Photo Courtesy of Hunter Love Studio, Murray. Ky,
25,000 persons were in the delegaThis program was revealed toda and more interesting and all the
admiringly executed.
Waldrop, assistant postmaster Max
tions that came to Frankfort by /
when the authority made public talk on the 'streets is of the merits
Sees Panther Creek Site and
Bennett, cornet, and B. Hurt and E. J. Beale. enterYancey
transferred to Joe Baker's speed Commerce at Paducah
special train, automobile and truck.
a- report reviewing- itb'ecdomplliths,
,,e,Arces of the Various teams.
River Down to Eggner's launch
Maurice Erausa, baritone, cafried tainer.
From Paducsih he went to Jackand rushed on to Eggner's
silents during its first's-teat of e.k;
Hundreds of person who partici•Aell",s11esult of Tuesday night's off solo•honbrs 'while Hugh McElFerry
The ladies auxiliary will held
istence.
Ferry where a motorcade picked son. Tenn.. with:, brief stops in pated in the dernopstration gath'ones Drug was left in rath,
Lynn Lassiter won joint sessions with the men. Mr. •
and
Fulton and Union City where he ered under the broiling sun in the
Two primary -lines.cpnverging on usied
possession
of first warm aptiroval with a trombone
them up and carried them on to
Clark reports that a full, attendwas greeted by large crowds.
natural amphitheatre back of the
Dr A. E. Morgansrit011 welLouieville will- be built to trans- place.- The highly-touted VandePaducah
in time for a luncheon -The bulk of the Murray party Capitol to hear the pro-sales tax
duet.
ance is expected.
comed and pleasant visit to the
mit power from the Tennessee: velde team was dethroned by the
Two quartets won hearty apFollowing is. the Interesting pro- Lower Tennessee Valley was mark- meeting at the Hotel Irvin Cobb. returned to the city . by mobas talks.
Valley. One will originate at'Nor- slugging Malemen from the PostAt this meeting, Dr. Morgan from Eggner's Perry. They were
plause from the audience; Solon gram which has been' arranged:
ed by his inspection of thp river
ris Dam in Eastern Tennessee, to office who hit John Weatherly
Many others milled about in the
Hale, Oliver Hood. Jane Stlicton
Called to order at 9:30 A. M. by from Panther Creek to Eggner's talked an hour to a joint gather- met there by a group of college Capitol building or remained in
Make low-priced newer available viciously, though
John manfully and Mary Holland with clarinets:
ing
of
Rotarians,
Lions
and
memboys
who
kindly
W. E. Clark.
Ferry._ The above photo was
to the Ellnesgsamasegiun anti Lou.4- stuck it out. Postoffice jumped
downtown Frankfort
and Yancey Bennett. Charles Farm- Song. 'Anterica", entire 'assem- taken of his pasty on board the bers of the Junior Association of serve as drivers.
sine, with a branch - line to serve In the lead,and never was headed.
The crowd was under the super, George Wilson and Maurice bly.
observation barge-As-it was-tied
the .C.ovington-Cincirmati area.-The
veillance of cavalrymen and steelEbb Clark pitched well for the Brausa with brasses.
Invocation, Benton Carrnon.
up at Vine Bluff, before starting
other' will-SU-it-from the Auto
helmeted' "riot" troops which kept
Postmen .but was materially aided
Numbers played by the-entire
Address of Welcome. H. T. Wal- the trip.
au.
Dam, to be constructed on the by some great defensive work by
the line cif march clear during the
band were Iron Count -Overture. drop. -Postmaster. 'Murray.
Tennessee River near Paducah: Porter White- in short field. The
Those shown are; Standing, left
parade from downtown' Frankfort
Little Giant March. The Military
Response,' Leo Clark, Graves to right, W. S. Swann. mayor of
Ky. It will run toward Louisville. entire team hit like demons. The
up Capital Avenue tb the new
Band, Circus Parade. Our Director County.
The
'Methodist
pastors
of
the
Western Kentucky and Plumbers seemed to be suffering
serving
Murray; Dr. J. W. Carr, president
Capitol.
March, Organ Echoes, Cowboy
Rural Service As I View It. Max of. Muday State College; Goes Paris district held a two-day reSouthern Indiana:- -from overconfidence and never Wedding Overture, The Show Boy
The_ marchers wore paptir hat
treat at Wells Cahn) St Port Hymon TVA Again Objectg
Hurt, Murray.
B.
flats HIS -bands
Rosenthal, Paducah: Dr. A. E. MorTVA engineers already are'mak- was able to overtake the flying March and Washington Post March.
and ribbons urging the
Tuesday and Wednesday. The millMusic, E. J. Beale, Murray.
Plan
Would
Hinder
Its
gan,
Mr.
Moshell,
Paducah;
K.
construcMail Toters who jumped into the
ing surveys for actual
Sunday evening at 8:00 o'clock
Legislature to pass the income
10:30 Gavel 'Turned over to Ran Robertson: Mr. Jones, Paducah; iners held prayer and meditation.
Program.
tion-of the Aurora dam this sum- lead in the first rung.
the Rev. J. E. Skinner will deliver Graves. Bardwell.
and sales tax bills* Large plaThose on the retreat were PreMr. Steele, Hamlin; E. J. Beale,
mer. This project will call for an
cards inscribed wth -- pro-sales tax
Parker Bros. participated in a the commencement address in the
Roll Call and Reading of Murray; Dr. Will H. Mason, Mur- aiding Elder 0. C. Wrather, Rev;
10:45
WASHINGTON.
May
23
-The
outlay of more than $20.000.000. three-way tie for first place and school auditorium. On Monday
sentiments were displayed_
Minutes of Last Meeting.
ray; T. S. Waller, Paducah;, John G. C. Fain, Rev. C. M. Robbins, right of a private company to con- The TVA rural electrification pro- shoved the Bank of Murray further night, the annual clash of the
If the sales tax :s not passed,
The following carriers are ap- E. Kirksey, Paducah, county attor- Rev. Paul Lyles, all of Paris: Rev. struct a hydro-electric power daft
grams in Kentucky will salt for the In the cellar by 13 to 8 in the Chickasaw and Wataugan societies
pointed on Resolutions Committee: ney of McCracken county; W. H. E. L. Robinson. McKenzie; Rev. E. on the lower Tennessee river, was Governor Laffoon said. "I propose
-introduction of all manner of first game Tuesday. Dr. Smith will be held. This program, as
E. C. Cummins, B: E. Harlan, B- Riley, Paducah: M. C. Rhodes, J. Piggs. Gleason: Rev. H. F.'Clay- contested by the Tennessee Valley to open the doors" and release
electrical appliances on farms to pitched welt 'for the Garagemen isital, will furnish amusement for
P. Brazzell, W. E. Flippo, Ivo idayfiyld; Tulhts Chambers, super- ton and Rev. W. T. Pafford, Etig Authority at a hearing today be- "the unfortunates" in State instisave labor.
while the bankers support of Joe all as the formality of this exer- Hobbs, M. F. Rice, M. A. Rawls,
intendent Benton schools; sitting, Sandy; and Rev. 0. A. Marrs, Rev. fore the Federal Power Commis- tutions,
Funds are provided to start the Weaks was wobbly.
cise will be lessened.
Tuesday, Jas, It Cope, Rudy Smith. 14- L
The money obtained from a sales
J. A. Olive, secretary Lower Ten- L. Z. Hurley, Rev.'W. M. Vaughan sion.
the
dam
in
Aurora
building of the
tax, the. _chief Executive stated.
Tonight the feared Jones Drug night the :class will receive its di- Martin, Luther L. Rogers, J. T. nessee Valley Association, May- and Rev. W. A. Baker, all of this
_
The
Southern
Industries and
-11122,000;000 ;public -*arks- -pro=
would,be used for the .schools and
McKinney, field. George S. Hart. Murray; county.
Company team takes on the Ledger plomas following an, address by Williamson, Charles
Utilities Incorporated, of which W.
gram now pending before Congress.
the unfortunates of the State.
Grady Cisco.
& Times Newshawks in the fleet Prof. Leslie R. Putnam.
Gus
Stevens,
Jr.,
Mayfield
and
L.
G. Waldo is president. solight a
'A sum of 80,000.000 is ear-marked
School teachers. he said, are underReport of C. M., Parsons, Dele- J. Hortin, professor of Journalism,
tilt. In the nightcap the ReScall
license to build a dam near Shanfor use by the TVA. Part of the
a. Illuisrays Slate
paid and the, _unemployed and
gate tia Last State, Meeting.
squad will engage the-Modal Clean- CHARGE SENATORS
College
Several
non Landing, commonly referred
money will be utilized for the dam,
WITH NEPOTISM 11:15 Report of National Con- other _persons who were in the
ers. 'This' is said to be a "blood"
to as Aurora Darn, and the appli- hungry must be cared for.
which will be-located on the KenExcerpts From Others' Talks
vention by Frank Wyatt.
game as the strongest rivalry in
party are .not included in the piccation was opposed by the TVA
tucky-Tennessee border some forty
FRANKFORT, Ky., May 22Excerpts from some of the re11:35 Report of Ladies Auxiliary ture.
the league is betwsen these outFRANKFORT. Ky., May 22-i on the grounds it would hinder the
four miles above the point where
marks of the other speakers folfits. Though they are in fifth and Twenty-sane of the thirty-eight by Mrs. H. H. Lambirth.
Dr. Morgan was shown the pro- Displaying an intensity of feeling authority's plan for cornprehens• the Tennessee joins the Ohio
low:
11:35 Report of Resolutions Comseventh places respectively both members of the present State Senposed Panther creek site for the reminiscent of the bitter sales tax ive development of the valley:.
River. Anottler dam will be built
..Kilgore-The
.
farmers "believe
have strong teams and are re- ate have had other jobg with the- mittee. of
the
1932
and
1933
sessions,
the
dam
which
is said to--'have. many
at Pickwick Landing. Tenn. Two
The company claimed that it' the farm people . . have a righil
NOON
garded as first division clubs for State or have had members of their
House
defeated
the
administration's
requirements
most to be desired.
others will be started in the-same
had- complied fully . with require- and duty to say what they think
families holding State job either
1:00 P. M. Roundtable Discussion
sure before the season is over.
The boat then turned down the three per cent gross receipts tax ments of a preliminary permit
state on tributaries of the Tennesis right for the welfare of KenFriday night Jones Drug and during the terms of the Senators of our Problems by--Carriers. Con- river
proposal
today.
toward, Paducah.
see, one on the Hiwassee and the
granted it by. the.power commis- tucky . . . Farm and property
- ,
PosSoffice meet in the opening or after the members becam, ducted by, Jewell Via.
Dr. Morgan, Dr. Ceps; Mr. Swann,
_other on the -French Broad River.
The
final
official
vote
by
which
sion
in
August,
1931.
and
that
this
owners are being ground down to
and Model Cleaners engages Bank canaidates at. the Senate.
1:30 Nominations' of Delegate to Mr.
Olive;-Mr.' Waller, Mr. Kirk-' the IstIrlimut- rejected-wee 56 to permit gave the -company an. absoThe TVA expects to complete
reCOPOSPig AlaK817.;.
Senators who now have mem- _NationaL_Conventien.
:
of Murray in the final.
_
^
soy And Mr.--Nosentlial wee then 32. Achniiiiiikation , forces MItater- lute Kea kr a formal license for
--construction 'sof the Norris And
Thomas-It is not the purpose of
bers of their families on the pay2(00 Election of
Tuesday nighta_scores:Officers and
Aurora dams in about two years.
ed
55
against
on
the
first
roll
call
gonstructiorv
Of
the dam unless the the farmers to tell the LegislaturePlace of Next Meeting.
Parker
-1 2 2 2 1 4 1-13 rolls are:
The defeat, however, became a federal government itself planned how to raise revenue.
The Lettls-,'
1 3 0 0 2 0- 8 Hiram M. Brock, Harlan Coun- • Benediction.
Bank
rout
when
some
Representatives development of the sit for "war or lature should "not undue .
irns
SmithsCalhoun; Weaks-Rushing. ty; Edwin C. Dawson, Nelson
misunderstood the action of an other sovereign Jajirposes.."
portant and long delayed" legislaCounty; Walter N. Plippin, Puladministration leader in changing
The TVA objected to the grantPO
3 2 8 5 8 0-24 aski County: Fred A. Harrison,
his vote frorri aye to no in order ing of a license, on the grounds (Continued on Back Page, Sec. IL
Vans!)
,
2 2 2 1 4 2 2-15 Grant,County: C. T. McCormick,
to make a motion to et-consider. that construction of a high' dam
Clar k-Neale:
Weatherly-Ye- Sr.. Logan Coyety; Dr. J. M. Rose,
Scenes of ..csaroAssion prevailed for at the site proposed by the comCarter County; /Prank Lebus, Harbrnugh.
•
Commencement week exercises Leaves Husband, Two Children; a time es 'they
also, sought to pany,'Would drown out 11 feet
Graduattng Exercises to Be Held. The Vandevelde plumbers were rison County; R H. Royster, Webs- at Douglas High school started
Funeral Services Held
change their votes.
of the proposed dam higher up the
Monday Night; Dr. D. H. Kress
Today. .
slipped up on by the Bank of ter County; RaY A Smith, Mar- Wednesday
night
with
Senior
Representative Rayburn voted river at Pickwick Landing; would
Speaker.
Is
,shall
county;
James
IL
team
-night
Maws*"
Thursday
tans
-nights-Peidas
ss May -25,- the
_ _
for the bills
necesiltate an additional 8 feet of
til the last frame when Weeks /3ourbon County; T. 0. Turner, senior dais play will be render- 'Mrs. Letie Karr. 40 ,years of age.
usable head of water between
The -graduating exercises of the droppng a fly ball turning the tide. Calloway County: John A. Sugg. ed in the high school auditoriurn. died at the home of her parents
COMPROMISED PROPOSED
Shannon and Aurora Landing; Funeral Services to Be at M. E.
Masoi hosPital will be held at The bankers held an easy lead Union County Elmer D. Stephen- The title of the production is, -Mr. and Mrs. Ethan Irvan, of West
and because the cheap value_ pf Church Friday Morning; Widow,
Main street at 11:30 Wednesday
the Frst Baptist church in Murray throughout the first six frames son. Pike County, and Allie W. "Let's Get Married."
FRANKFORT, Ky., May 22Two'ChildrenStrvive.
Mrs. Karr had been Twenty-one members of the House the,, site for power purposes lay
•Monday night. -May 28. at 8 o'clock. but lost 13-14 in an extra period. Young, Rowan County.
The Rev. W. S. Hodge, D. D., morning.
in its use as one of several 'inA 4:iss of seven will graduate at In the second game the Jo
Relatives On Payroll
former pastor of ttle Free Will in ill health for several months of RepresentatiVes met this afterterconn
arid death- w
tAssiter, 89- years of age
thieturie. The lunnital school of sisuggisis
trolled flow of water from the died at his home on North Tenth
nursing has been fortunate to grad- Greasers throughout the game to bers of their families on the pay- deliver the Baccalaureate sermon of the bone.
for the purpose of mapping out a
Authority's dams in the upper street this morning at 7 o'clock.
uate a class each year for the past defeat them 13-8.
roll at some time Since their nom-, Sunday, May 27, at 3 P. M. in the
Mrs. Karr is survived by her compromise revenue program to
Tennessee Valley.
Mr. Lassiter had been in ill health
12 years. this being the twelfth First Game:
!nation but who do not now have school auditorium.
husband, John B. Karr. well knowri be submitted to the General As.The TVA said that private own- for the past two years and death
class IQ graduate from this instiMU E members on the payroll are James -The_ Commencement-'exercise painter and printer, -et Murray. sembly.
ership
of
the
Aurora
site also was attributed to paralysis.
tution.
N'andevelde
210 203 32 14 12 6 Breathitt, Jr.. Christian County; will be held Monday night, May 28, arid two (daughters, Mary Kathemight result in controversies and
Mr. Lassiter was well known
Dr. D H. Kress of the Washing- Hankers
023 311 12 114 7 Perry B. Gaines,- Carroll County; at 8---rentock in the auditorium.' rime and Ernina Jean. She also
possible
damage suits for Iris's of Murray and the county and was
ton Sanitarium and Hospital, WashWeatherly.
Wea km. Robert G. Humphries, Graves Dr. H. E. Charles. M. A. B. B. M. leaves her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thieves
YR rhrough ;
power between the- Authority and connected with prominent families
ington, D. C., will deliver the ad- ItushMr.
County, and W. A. Yates, Barren D., will deliver the address.
T.. ;Ethan Irvan and two sisters,
and the private company, due to here. He moved to Murray from
dress of the- evening. Dr. Kress Second Game:
County.
Mra Buford J. Christianson, of
the TVA'S policy . of controlling Mayfteld over a year ago. He
is well known. in Murray. He ts Jones Drug
Senator T. • 0. Turner served
216 410 0 13 13 4
MeK-win. Tenn.. and Mrs. R. E.
Thieves were busy Monday night the Water in the Tennessee
river had lived in Graves county most
the father of Mrs. W. H. Mason .
Parker Garage
210 410 0 81 6 through the 1932, 1933 and 1934
Jones, of Memphis. A host of in Murray but failed to get loot or
purposes of flood control, nav- of his life and was connected with
and has visited Murray several
sessions, receiving $1,890 as SeeTerfS. 15.11; McCoy, Calhoun.
friends and other relatives join in two efforts. The large glass in igation
and power production at various nusinesms in Mayfield.
times and on several special ocSoftball reffsained In the larvae ator. His nephew. T. H. Turner,,
the family in mourning her death. the front door of the T. 0. Turner
its own dams.
Funeral services will be conductcasions has spoken in the churches stage Friday night as three teams has been in the employ of the
Funeral
services
were
store
on
held
After 16 innings of good and bad
Mirth Fifth street was
ed Friday morning at 9:30 o'clock
of Murray. Pr. Kress has an un- took the field for the first time State Highway Commission and has baseball the white flag was
run Thursday mornidg at 10 o'clock broken. It is thought that the
from the First Methodist church.
usually wide knowledge of human and the fact was evident In the drawn $1,884.50 since January 1, up
and the Murray State intra- from the Gilbert Doron-Funeral parties never entered the store as
7
The Rev. 0. A. Marrs will be its
affairs, his professional and lec- opener, the Postoffice defeated the 1932. Senator Turner's brother. J. muralers drew
with the Lambuth Home._ Elder Carroll Hubbard, nothing was found to be missing
charge of the services. Burial will
ture work having required him to Model Cleaners 24-17 with the M. Turner. has been an employe "Eagles- of
Jackson, Tenn., In a of the Memorial Baptist church. or bothered. The breaking of the
be_in the Rhodes cemetery.
travel in Europe. Australia as well Male-Men playing good ball for
of the Highway Department for double
header on the
Murray waif in charge of the services glass occurred just before mid- 'The Murray W. 0. W.
Lodge
Mr. Lassiter is survived by his
of 1934 first effort in a regular game. In twenty months, and has drawn diamond.
as America. The eirt.
The 'Breds lost the first Burial was in the City cemetery. night and police were soon mak- will hold their regular
meeting widow, Mrs. Lizzie Lassiter, and
was delighted at the prospects of the second tilt. the Ledger & Times 12.000.
ing investigation. The rear win- Friday,
garne by an 8-4 score. But behind
night, May 25, State two daughters, Mrs. Wrenn Duhaving Dr. Kress to deliver the lost to the count of 37-18-it just
dow of the C. C. Duke store was
the four hit pitching of Herman BALL PLAYING ON
Manager E. C. Evans will. have laney, Murray. and Mrs. E. W.
address to them
wouldn't rain about the fifth in- Calloway Strawberry
prized
up
Shaw In the nightcap the Raceseveral
inches,
STREETS MUST STOP
evidently charge of the meeting and °goat
Barnett, Memphis, Term. He also
Those graduating Monday night ning. The News Hawks showed
with a small iron bar pointed'Ait riding". All
Crop Being Harvested horses managed to put across three
members are invited leaves a brother, C. C. Lassiter.
are: Miss Beatrice Biu-ton, Ohio; their lack of practice and the fact
the
end.
runs, and Win 3-L..
Nails above the window and urged to be
Chief Hays asks .the Ledger &
present.
Sedalia, Ky., and a sister, Mrs. J.
Miss Blanche Johnson, Michigan: that they had never been together.
The strawberry crop harvest in
Times to say that ball playing on preVented the window -from going
••
0, Holland, of Amarillo. Testes. He
Miss Letha Hess Indiana; Miss
The Saturday
night play-off Calloway county is in -full blast.
the
streets and sidrwalks of- the higher and the effort was aband- MOTLEY AT CAMP
MURRAY
leaves two. grandchildren, Frances
Louise Hughes. Tennessee; Miss games were both upsets in Mur- Scores of Calloway
city Is forbidden. This applies to oned.
farmers are
SUNDAY 8:30 A. M.
Garnett apd James Wrenn Dulaney.
Grace Snider. W Virginia: Mr. ray's softball league. The Parker producing berries
this year for the
tossing a baseball or softball.
Pallbearers will be: active: ByA. E. Christensen. Iowa: and Mr. Brothers Garage. after a ragged first time and hundreds
Chief Hays says this is to be Cotton Control Bill
of crates
The First Christian Church will ron Boyd. °mend Caldwell. Cletus
J. E. Jones, Inidana.
first game swamped the ,PoStqffice are being trucked nightly to BenMurray had a probable alltime taken as a friendly warning and
Information is. Received have charge of the worship service Whitlow, Colliejr Bays, and Flem
Dr. W. If. Mason. as president of 24-5 and the Ledger & Times did ton "for shipment
to
Northern record rainfall for an hour Mon- unless heeded
lead to arrests.
at Camp Murray "next Sunday Hays, all nephEws a1?" and Herthe Wm. Mason -,Memorial Hos- the" unexpected -by -defeating the markets.
day afternoon between 5 and
A circular consisting of ques- morning at 810 o'clock. The Rev. bert Bailey. also
pital Association, -Will present the Model Cleaners 11-10 after a poor
related. Honorary:
It is 'hoped that production in o'clock
when 2.27 . inches fell.
tions and answers in regard to the Ernest B. Motley will *give a brief John Dulaney, W. H.
diplomas to the class-end Dr. Ora showing on Friday .night
Finney, Noah
this county -next year will be suf- Shorty Arnold, U. S. Weather
Bankhead
Compulsory,
message
on
cotton
Con"The
Attractiveness
Caldwell,
as
of
R P. Farris. J. D. Sex,,
superintendent of Scores first game:
K. Mason.
ficient to; insure ti shipping sta- Bureau, stated that it was the
trol ha; been received
Christ."
the
Members
Own.and
_friends --of Mott -C. -Ac-flair; MIXe TUtrc,-and
Present . to the...
nurses.
-et Murray. • The strawberrY" highest or tr-innfter
ee
ijr Agent's office according,to an thseetittrettare asked to attend and Frank Brown.
hospital:pins. The public is' invited Parker Gamma 955 024 0 54 17 2 area is pretty
.
well scattered over the station Was established in
Charles
Waldrop.
eight
announcement
months
help
•made
In
the
today
by
service.
to attend these graduating exer- Postoffice
004 100 0 5 1 11 the county, growers as far South 1925. Electrical
disturbances at- old infant of Mr. and Meg. Wesley County Agent John H. Bondurant.
The winner in the Garrard counSmith and Calhoun ; Weans') and as HareLtrueking to Benton.
cises.
There comansied the rain but po serious 'Waldrop, was 'badly'
burned Wed- Cotton growers desiriqj this inJackson county farmers are us- ty food judging contest, held after
Graham.
are probably are more patches on damages from the lightning hat nesday morning at the breakfast formation may
obtain Ae of these ing fertilizers with higher plant preliminary study by 22 4-I4
Five Boyd county cooperators Scores second game: '
club .
the north side of theseounty than been reported.
hour when he pulled a percolator circulafs at the office as long as food content, and nitrate of soda, members,
will compete in the
-• are demoastrating the value of
in any other section..
Sine
of
coffee
over spilling it on his
supply lasts.
isbeing used in greater quantities. Jtinior Week state contest.
•
better garden practices bIt touow. trims M.Times.et 194 t.,14,14 ,114 Mem.-?emery are 'ening
Sheep owners of Kenton county arms, legs and the forepart of his
their
,,Baccracken county farmers are
Nine farmers ef Deeritfg
ing`the suggestions of John S. Model Cleaner', .101 020 1 10 1/ 4 berries locally and the
price has are studying improvement meth- body. The infant was treated at
In Rowan county,- 20 new brick
"fig- Iintgoved methods of caring M unity. Whitley county.
Gardnee• of the College of AgriWear and Parker; liollind anal dropped sharply since
spread
tii."Itital ods, such as breeding, feeding and the Keys-Houston Clinis and is brooders are in use, making a- totat tie "the best
prospective peach 177 tons of lime as a resulasuf a
culture.
Ward.
fields came in.
,
disease and parasite controlof 35 in the county.
repined- to be doing well.
crop of recent years."
successful demonstration last year.
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Methodist Pastors
in Two-day Retreat
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.1Phcme 33b, Please
em
Hazel"Route 3j
district
Stn. Joe T. Lovett, Editor
McLaren,
Mrs. G. C.
which begins with the May Day
Mrs. Buren Overby. recording
retary from Paris, gave an interfestival by the pupils of the Training,School Fiiday afternoon. May
A beautiful Monday rnartilag._
C. 1. Snulth,c'erieuxinding' esting report of her Personal Im- craps
are growing wooly with
premon of a 'general couterence.
25, and concluded with the comswootary.
the'
of
program
Thursday,
The mid-day picnic dinner
mencement
Mrs. Ed Owen, treasurer.
heavy dews we are getting Grass
which the Goshen . Society had is doing as well as crops, too.
Mrs. Neva Waters, registrar.
iMay 31
charge, was bountiful and dc-J
Mrs. M. D. Holton,. historian
So Ty to hear of the death of
licious. Good food, well prepared.
• Mrs. J. P. Lassiter, custodian.
Busy Hoar Sewing Club Steels
L. Simmons, who died at the
Mrs. Hester Walker gave a splenMrs, Albert Lassiter, reporter.
With atra Carnie Hendee
Mason Memorial Hospital. Sunday
Six flower gardens were report- did talk on Brazil, Today. This morning. Surviving are his
Oplin, for this page should ,he seliaikted not later than Tuesday
wid-Mrs.„Carme Hendon entertained
renextthe
for
background
a
was
ed planted and doing nicely.
afternoon each week.
ow, two daughters and thres sons,
the Busy Hour Sewing Club at
Uwe
to
astounding
An Interesting- report was given port and was
Orme Wilson, Nolan, 'Mrs. Warlick
her home Thursday afternoon,.
a•t
by the delegate, Mrs. Heftry El- who had not kept up wth this Hutson and Miss Mary
llai gpe crowd
played before
Mrs. E. T. Denaway Is Honored , the
Simmons.
conversation
and
Needlework
today.
the
liott of the state convention held fastest growing .coontry of
prom
annual
_
With Pasties
were enjoyed. afterwards a plate
Mr. and Mrs. Totico Wilson-and
missionaries
returned
three
The
at
Springs,
April
Dawson
Jones
24-26.
Building
k
home
Mrs. N. P. Hutson was at
Miss
,
was served.
Lovely -refreshments were served from Brasil at Paris, gave the children. Evelyn and Max
Cannon preseeted a splendid ar- lunch
on Wednesday and Friday afterThose present were:
Elizabeth Estelle Osbron, and Otho Clark &tMiss
which
.0
the
feesurist
by
sznissieriens.
ineteriaL
-et
my
MAPSIllarar
- Sedan Th crenpItinetit t15" her /Muses
'Yoe ',tonsil:Si -61 litirifsTW
and one gueit, Mrs. Ethel Bowden. Richardson, of Martin's Chapel: an-aid The -Vagina - at' Cohtord
guests. Mrs. E. ,T. Dllibilway, of Lien Humphreys 9pe of the best Ky.. Mrs To
eittis
Mrs.
Turner.
milled-- for .her sonar's.%
*Man.
.
the
in
• saxophone players
Amarillo. Texas.
Valentine,' 11IW Morris, lint Rue
Strawberries are getting ripe,
port on Brazil. These two reports
Mese Degarlasent Has
Roses and Peonies were used in The featured singer and violinist, Nix. Mrs. A. J. flenn, Mks. O. B.
were most informative.
and most of the ladies around are
May lasedag
Harold Swyers. is an A-1 vocalist
rooms.
the
Boone. Jr., Mrs. Purdle. Mrs. Wil. •
Specter! music by Rev. and Mrs. on the first step of the sununer
. Otte hours were'spent in pleas-- • Caanons hand consins ofs 11 Hein Hill. Mrs. -Nelson Miller. Mrs
lir. D. minei",--0;:s..k. B. Vaughn,
xylophone.-•a
including
pieces
Of Kirksey, and Miss Ger- canning.
remwith
ant conversation tinged
Ludwiek, Mrs Leslie Putnam, and
Herbert Dunn. Mrs. Bernard Hart,
aldine Hurt also gave a special
Mr. alid Mrs. Clifford White
The honoree at one Paris Post-Intelligehcer.
intheence.
Mrs. J. D. Sexton were joint hosts
Mrs, Freed Cotham, Mrs. Herbert
was followed by a missionary spent Saturday and Sunday with
time lived, in Murray where she
Dunn. and Mrs. Joe Glasgow.
Judith Allen and Tom Brown carry the intriguing roman- for the May _meeting of the Home and
play given by the Kirksey 'So- her parents. Mr. and, Iltrs. Henry
was very popular. This is her Jim Jackson Given Surprise
tic lead roles in Paramount's movization of Augustus Department, Thursday afternoon, ciety. It was a finished product Hutson.
first visit home in twenty-five
home
latter.
the
the
at
of
Art Exhibit And Tea
Thomas'famous play,"The Witching Hour." This picture,
Birthday Dinner
and conveyed a fine more.
s
Eulala Craig was confined
years.
feature at the Roses, iris, and peoples were at- Mrs. Alice Jones, of Hazel, led a Miss
the
is
directed,
Hathaway
Henry
which
its
opens
College
State
Murray
Those present Wednesday:
neighto herJowl a few days last week
On Sunday.. May 15. the
tractively. arranged in the spacious
Mrs Marvin ninon. Mrs B. F. bors, friends, relatives and chil- sixth annual Student Art Exhibit CAPITOL THEATRE FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,
discussion on "Plans for Member- with '(so-called) German measles.
living room.
.._
Scherffius. MIL J. W. Caplinger. dren gave Jim Jackson a surprise under the direction of MO Mar- vile, Mrs./. W. Carr, Mrs. Berber Mr. And MN. Fernald, New YorkDuring the bushiest- hour the ship" which was participated in
Miss Sylvia Webb visited MSS
Mrs. Chas. Hire. Mrs. Carlisle birthday dinner in honor of his garet Wooldridge, May 27. from McEirath, Mrs Vernon Stubble- . City and California Visit Here following were elected for the by all the society president&
pawl- elm* ever the week-end.
folimmediately
P
530
M.
to
4
failsCutchin. Mrs. B. 0. Langston, eighty-fifth birthday.
The Revs. Marrs and BakerMr. and Mrs. Edwards Fernald coming club year:
field. Jr., Miss Isabelle Bondurant
iss Steele.IA isa Underwood, Miss
Theysiss met asssee horns .a...sos, lowing the Baccalaureate sermon.
Mrs. Tam Morris. Mrs. C, R
ed..aien.g home mission lines end -M
of Rickman, Mrs. Myrtle Wait Miss of New York, City, who- havebeen - Mres-K-B. .Ltictwiek. chairman.
fats Miss Osbrorr, and Mr. Osassernbs
the
discussed
Baker
Bradley. Mrs, Effie Whitnell, Mrs. son-in-law, Jim Neale. Jr.. of The three halls of the mezzanine Ruth Sexton, Mrs. A. F.'Yancey. •
Rev.
Mrs.
Herbert
Drennon,
viceOverElizabeth
Sara
of Miss
bron visited Mr. and Mrs W. T.
ly.
Jim Coleman. Mrs. Solon Higgins, Lynn Grove. where Mr. Jackson floor of the library building will
bey for ten days, left Tuesday for chairman.
,.
Clark Friday.- •
Mrs. Jack Sharborough, Mrs.
represented,
were
societies
"Mrs. Barber Metarath. Mrs. W. IL makes his home • and as the has- compose the, art salons.
Ten
L.
A.
Mrs.
Rhodes, secretary.
Corn, Mrs. Joe Lovett, Beverly Hills, Calif. Miss Overbey
be no more of this
there'll
Guess
district
the
and
miniaters
three
Graves, M. Vernon Stubblefield. kets. boxes, and etc. were being
Guests will be conducted and Herschel
Mrs. Manliff Miller, treasurer.
accompanied them to Los Angeles
until next week.—"Tilda".
Mrs. Kitty Pritchard. Mrs- -7°e emptied on a beautifully decorated served by members of the Port- Mrs Ted Sanford, Mrs. Vernon where she will spend some time,
A most interesting program was secretary were present.
_ Albert StubbleFrank
Mrs.
Hale,
Lovett. Mrs Willie Linn.Carra-mrs.
The next Zone meeting will be
given. Mrs. G. B. Scott talked
table it certainly didn't look as if folio Club. Mrs. J. W.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Murray
in
While
Miss Carrie Allison. Mrs. Vt.
Those present Friday were:
on "Famous Gardens" and Mrs. J. at Lynn Grove, Juoe 28 and- the WILFORD, 'OVERBY THANKS
any one would ea :away hungry" Warren Swann. and' Mrs. -Jo'. T. held.
W. 14c.iralh. Mrtl" Q. B. Scott, Fernald were extenafvely enter- C. Barr
PUBLIC
Mrs: Finney
Mrs. Hall ,
There were 150 who were there Lov.eit wilr assist. Miss Vipoldridge
gave an inspirational talk, conference president. Mrs. Homer
_guests
They
honor
tained
were
st moon nose es enjoy the auntie itt oreeteratheag guests. Miss Desiree Mrs- VA J. Caplinger, Mrs. Waiter on two camping.- parties- at ?tee wa 'The flartien of the Mind". Tatum,- of Alamo,-Tema- MID be
....."Xisratia4
Snce we have sold the Chevrolet
Jennings.
J. S. Orr, Mrs. M. D. Holton. Mrs. tous feast-aask more came in the teals will have charge _DC floral BLecktiurn, Mrs W. S. Swann.
On Wednesday evening. _Mrs. W. 4143013 reported _on_ the presents—Mrs. 0.e- J. (—
Bluff
Lunehrotins-to Mr. and "Mrs. White
C. Hood. Mrs. J. D. Sexton, Mrs- afternoon and altogether they de- decorations. Mink Will' be tarn- s'Efrre Gwendolyn Haynes,' Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Fulton gave State ConVention.
and Mr. and Mrs. Parker, we wish
Tar Sledd. Mrs. Ben Keys. Mrs- parted late in the afternoon. each ished by the college string quar- Will Mason, Mrs A. M. Wolfson. a dinner party for them.
A lovely salad course with a yel- Silver Tea To Be Given
A Silver Tea will be. given June to thank our customers for pat'Minnie Beale. Mrs. J. Will Dulaney. wishing many more happy birth- tet under the direction of Prof. W. Mrs. Harry Sledd, Mrs. E.„ 5. Diulow and white color scheme was
Mrs. Boyd Wear. Mrs. Vernon Hale, days for Mr. Jackson and I. being IL Fox. and by the college wood guid, Jr., Miss Margaret Graves,
served. Marshall Niel rose buds I, from 4 to 8 P. M. by the ladies ronage given us during our nay
College Co-Ida Are Tea
of the West Murray Circuit at their in the lunchroom.
•Mrs. J. D. Sexton. Mrs. Carlisle one present. have never seen any wind quintet conducted by Mr. Miss Mildred Graves, Mrs. Hugh
were favors.
Of
MS
U.
Guests
A.
A.
We did not have the class -and
McFlratie Miss Rennie Rowlett
Cutchin. Mrs. Lula Holland. Mrs. one so thrilled isnd overjoyed over Inglis.
There were thirty-seven present recently remodeled parsonage on
A beautfiul spring teawas given
Poplar street Refreshments will style to our place and service as
seK. Robertson,
The display is representative of Mrs. Bob Mama Mrs. John Rowgetting to see so many of his old
Friday by the local branch of the
, •• • •
some and the road was not all
be served.
friends and relatives and I'm sure the students work in the art de- lett
of the American Association aof All Day Zone Meeting Held
smooth but you stayed with us all
Mg. anti„ lies Frank Albert Stub- every one enjoyed seeing his hap- partment during the scholastic
At New Hope •
Mr. and hfress-C. A. Bishop and thrtversity Women in compliment
pr. and Mrs. W.-H. GIEllidirWffrer- the way.
year 1933-34. The exhibit inclqdes
lilefaekl entertained with a" buffet a. face:
who are memWe wish we had the opportunity
Attal-ifilr day Zone meeting was tained at dinner at ther-tfanie Frimounted boards from art educa- Miss Maryleona Bishop attended to the college girls
Thursday evening.UMW
senior class.
bers of
the
at
program
Day'
Field
and words to take each and every
the
held at New Hope last Wednes- day evening.
strucart
tion,
drawing,
Arrange
freehand
served_
eras
College
Annual
menu
A delis:lois
palatial
the
Manor',
'Macon
Covers were laid for Mr. and one of you by the hand and tell
daY: This meeting had been postture, and interior decoration class- University of Kentucky Tuesday
IS1112.9Ott
These present were:
James Bishop English house of Dr. and Mrs. poned a week on account of the Mrs. Devereaux- McClatchey, Jr., you just how much we really do
C M.,Graham.president of the es. Examples of arts and crafts, and Wednesday.
• _Mrs and. Mrs Lennis King. MayW. H. Mison, was opened for the tragic death of the Rev. G. C. of Atlanta. Oa.. Mr_ and Mn,
appreciate you, and your being so
ateiriAriallifas. Vernon Weaver, alumni .anneiation of Murray State in cement, wood carving, decora- receives his degree in the College
••••,
occasion.
Ain's son, as it was the Fains Rowlett, Miss Carrie Allison, Miss loyal to our little business
Mayfield..Mies Margaret Wilkerson. College. his arranged the program tive masks. leather -tooling. and at. Engineering in June. He is
. A,. large variety of gorgeothe home church.
Again we want to thank you and
Gwendolyn Haynes, Miss Margaret
Mayfield. /Oak Graft Mayfield. for "the annual' banquet of that textile' decoration Will also be on Cadet Colonel and had a leading
spring blooms were artistically arThe devotonal was held by the Graves, and Dr. and Mrs. Graves. want you to remember that we
Mr. and Mrs. Key Elliott,' Mayfield. body here in Wells Hall Wednes- display. In composition and paint- part in the activities the first of
• • •• •
ranged in the rooms.
sincerely hope we may have opNew Hope Society. Mrs. Perry FarMiss Halls Belle Shaver. Mayfield, day evening. May 30. at .6 o'clock. ing those students hanging work the week.
Miss Maryleone Bishop and Miss ris, Mrs. Bob Meadow, and Mrs
Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield portunity to return to each of you
We plan tohave Dr. Rirtimond. are: Martha Lou •Lassiter, oil and
Tom McElrath. Murray. Miss _JeanDr. and Mrs. F. E. Crawford and Susan Peffer greeted tIter guests at Hester Walker taking part.
had guests for bridge on Tuesday the favors and courtesies you have
ette Farthing. Mayfield. John 'Mc- Dr Carr. and Professor Smith to pastel; Wesley Kemper, oil; Betty
door.
shown us—Mr. and Mrs. Ereenaan
Mrs. Ethel Mae Paschall, of evening.
Mr& make short addresses as a part of Shemwell, oil. .paitel; Christine Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Flouston motor- the
Murray. Mr. and
Elrath
line
Standing in the receiving
After the game a plate lunch Wilford. Mr. and Mrs. Curtis OverSouth Pleasant Grbve. give a rethe formal -program, after which Brown. oil. teater color,- pastel; ed to Paducah Sunday, afternoon.
Frank Albert Stubblefieli
J. port on the annual meeting at was served.
by.
the meetIng, will be converted into Dorothy:Rowlett., pastel; Bill Hor- They attended the Garden Tour were Mrs. W. H. Mason, Mrs
Those included were:
- a round table discussion of the ten; Pastel; goberta Pocket, pastel; under the auspices of the Paducah W. Carr, Mrs. A. M. Wolfson, an Paris. It was quite*interesting as
'Premises Canoes's orchestra
Visits were made Mrs. G. B. Pennebaker.
IA Union county. 26 leaders 4atMrs. A. J. Glenn, 11(14. Jack,
it was her first attendance at an
. _Dame fans of pasts ssoa----sose.. alumni, the college, and their re- Elisabeth Edwards. water color, Garden Club
During the hours the erns
to the gardens of Mrs. Jeanette
Farmer, Mrs.
Clifford Melugin, tended's- the 4-H club conference
meet
"irteencling cernteitinities wTre efiter-"stations, and any - other- businessrsoit—Mitdred-Singleton. water color;
BleWerthern, Mrs. P. H. Stewart, tet of Murray State, accompanied
The Cofincil Retort was given Miss Maryleona Bishop, Miss Mary and planned features of the spring
rained by one of the best dance which may be necessary to trans- Myrtle Crawford, pastel; Maurine
Mrs W. P. Paxton, Mrs. James by Miss Gwendolyn Haynes. sang by Kiss Manon Crawford, of Lynn Virginia Diuguid. Mrs_ Will Hig- rally, reports Mary Louise Scott,
a
in
stated
Cobb,
.
Graham
actletMr.
pastel;
Moselle.
Holloway,
and
Tennessee
Western
'lands in
demonstration
P. Smith, Mrs. J. R. Smith, and a group of numbers. The college Grove. This is a very difficult re- gins Whitnell, Mrs Wells Piudom, assistant
h o in e
'Kentucky last night when Lee ter to the alumnus of the college. oil; Imogene Brown. oil; Mary
string trio played a variety of port to make but was exceedingly and Miss mazy. Shipley.
agent
Mrs. Rinse' Shelton.
of
part
a
is
Page.
banquet
water
alumni
color.
The
- Cannon and his "ten cannonballs"
selections.
The college ,offers Ala lniegaltaiiie
Delicious refreshments carrying
to the public at' this occasion. Mos. K S. Diagaid, Jr.,
out the pastel color scheme were
Those interested in art are cordialEntertains
served in the dining room. Miss
ly invited.
Mrs E S. Diughil. Jr., enter- Beatrice Frie and Miss Ploy Rob=
a
tained her bridge club-and -a few bins, presided fat the table.- As
Alphas To Meet
others at her home Friday after- iiisting them were Miss Ruth Sexton. Mrs. A. B. Austin. Mrs. A. J.
Saturday 26th.
noon.
Lovely bouquets of roses and iris Glenn. and Miss Carrie Allison.
The Alpha Department will meet
Small tables were placed on the
were used in the rooms
Saturday. May 26. at the home of
A clever game of travel bridge east terrace and in the sunken
Mrs. B. P'. Scherffius at 2:30 P. M. was played. Afterwards a plate garden. Other members of the
as-aloha with Mrs. Schelldeb attiStedstri-the -entertainment.
lunch was Weed.
fius ate Mrs.i E. B. Houston. Miss
About one hundred were present
Members and guests present
Susan Peffer, and Miss Floy Robwere: Mrs. Marvin Whitnell. Mrs.
bins. The program will be on
B. Os Langston. Mrs. Clifford- Me- U. D. C.'s Elect Officers
U. D. C 's field a business
lugin. Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield.
Jr., Mrs.G. Carman, Mrs. John meeting at the home at Mrs L.
Rowlett, Mra- Jack Farmer. Miss P. Jackson lelonclay afternoon, MayJohn Rowlett Gives
Margaret Tandy. Mrs. A. P.- Yan- 21.
Breakfast For Heasegnest
The following officers were electcey, Mrs,, Walter Blackburn. Mrs.
Mrs. Henry Elliott, president
Mrs John Rowlett entertained Jack Sharborough. Mrs. F. J.
with a lovely appointed breakfast Beale. Mrs. Joe Lovett. Misr Harry ed:
Mrs. Sam Holcomb. vice-presiat her home Thursday morning at Sledd.
8:30 •o'clock in compliment to her
houseguest. Mns. Devereaus F. Mc
at-Ehey. TS. of Atlanta, Ga.
Small tables were pfaced on the
spacious sun porch. Rose buds
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GREETINGS—

ROLLA

bows of yellow ribbon suggested
the color scheme of yellow and
white.
An elaborate collT5C breakfast
was served.
„.
Covers were laid for:
Mrs. Devereaux F. McClatchez,
Jr. Miss Eliza Altsheler. of-Louis-

Si GRADUATES
—of
MURRAY HIGH
SCHOOL

READS THE
NEWS

We gladly greet each graduate
of Murray High School and wish
to compliment you on this wonderful achievement.

RATION

•Rollator Refrigeration, originated by Norge;
—exclusive with Norge, has won a reputation fOr
—Outstancling economy an& remarkable efficiency. It
has achieved sensational popularity. It has many
joy
excellent, exclusive qualities that mean
and economy.

74+1 -11-0-1-t-OrT
—thiatecirarthar with
extra eolti.zoo a king
pourer. Only Norge has cAczat
or
the :Collator.

111®1

That The Murray
Laundry Serices are
Reasonable.
she 10/1 Weer investigated
and never itimight that they
-were as reasonable as they are..
I Nil V1 she thinks it was foolish
"---that etre es-Fr ittd tier Vint brillrdry service.

zruzion

RILEY RADIO CO.
TH1F

REFORK

NORCeE

701: • ICY

AN I'

MURRAY
LAUNDRY

We ian supply you with all building materials of the better known
6PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS, SUN-PROOF AXD PLASCR
linesPAINTS, WAYERSPAR ENAMEL STAINS and VARNISHES, ROLL

PRICE RANGE!
No urge or twit

to buy. View our gifts.

BU!..OVAS . ELGINS .. ILLINOIS

ROOFING and ASPHALTS, PENN-DIXIE CEMENT and BRICK MORTAR, and JOHNS-MANVILLE ASBESTOS AND ASPHALT SHIN-GLES

H.B.BAILEY

Calloway County Lumber Co.

THE JEWELER

R. M. Pollard'

REFRIUSE Ft A 10it
116
-•

OF'

Labor and material prices are still low and a home built new is
bound to enhance in value as the years go by. Wise councai will certainly advise you to build, remodel and improve today. We'd like to
discuss plans with you and are ably equipped to aid you in building or
remodeling your home.
-

Nothing like JEWELRY will make an appreciated
gift of permanency. We have numberless items
for both the girl aed boy graduate IN EVERY
We invite you to shop with us.

We- bought
Beach am
weights al
wear.
'ILL I

Now Is a Wise Investment!

This graduating meniber of your family is deserving of a worthwhile and valuable gift. They've
worked hard and have reached their goal. REMEMBER THEM!

SANITARY — EFFICIENT

PHONE 303

East Side Square
Next to Scott-Lassiter,Hardtrare Co.
pier

till!LUNG

MOTHER . DAD .:SISTER .
BROTHER --

abundance

• QIP

through

This milestone is of no little importance and you
always will retain memories of Murray High
School days.

lasting

of cold
The Norge Rollator gives you an
for the hottest days —cold that costs you nothing,
because it enables you to save money by putchasing
food in quantities at the most favorable prices, saves
extra trips to the store ... saves up to $11 a month.
The Norge Rollatos- has but three moving parts
---the simplest, sturdiest-rcold-making mechanism
known. A roller rolls and there is ice
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S
MEET "PAT"

should be a member of the" Boy also visit' the capital city of the
And last of all our youth should
The boys all agree that it is in- the - rain, it wita given again on
Scout' organization and help—the countries and meet their leaders_
be 'taught to respeet the inhabi- teresting to read about plants and Friday evening to -ine of the
'Youths League of Nations" fur-. :The radio coul4
tants of other nations, for there animals but that it is more inter- largest audiences u.lich has asallgiet the'
ther -Its • aim.
palm Jove where respect is laar- esting to watch them grow.
sembled here during the school
extension of goad will. Nations
ing. They should have correspondBy Nana Gibbs
year. Thursday evening. Mr. Max
Why do nations keep battleships, could broadcast -Christmas greetBow to Promote International destroyers, and submarines? Why ings, music, and speeches of good
ence with 'foreigners, courses in
As we observe the strawberry B. Hurt delivered a splendid adInternational history and geogra- crop being marketed, we see the dress to the graduating class beGood Will
do nations, whe have agreed to will, to each other. This would
phy. „Then needs ideals instilled importance and value of land high fore a large appreciative audience
In the fall of 1918, fighting have no more war, need to keep tend. to soften the hard hearted.
.1410-. their fresh minds, ideals of in organic matter and also that the and there was a good attendance
ceased in the most dreadful war the instruments of warfare? Think
A prize could be offered to the
Ogee and lovliness, hatred of the plants should not be too thick on tq both Senior plays.
ever fought. Since that time the what an enormous amount of group or individual, who could
-brutality of wstr, and dreams of a the row. The land high in organSince there have been so many
attention of leaders in all the na- Taney these countries have had do most to promote International
White clovelif peace soaring over ic matter seems to make a better requests that the, faculty play, 'A
tions of the world has been cen- to collect from the people to build good will. This would awaken
the
world,
modern
Utopia.
a
growth of , vines and hold moisture Reed in the Wind", be re-presented,
tered upon "outlawing war." Na- their large navies. To promote the nations to work forward for
better which is very important for it will be given again on Saturday
tions must live at peace with one good will, every nation should de- this prize.
berries. It is recommended that evening, May 26. It was a wonanother. After the lighting had stroy all their warfare and keep
Representatives and ambassadors
from 200-400- pounds of phosphate derful production and Made such
Mimed, representatiVes from thitty. only ships to carry on foreign
to nations could promote good
be applied to the acre. This is a hit with those who heard it that
nine nations met in Paris to settle trade. If all warfare were dewill by celebrating certain days
said to improve the yield and they ,have. linade the requests that
831114..01 thg......prPlaients.
war. stroyed, .thep ariy_nation would -ar-evaitts with the peep4-iat_ the,.
-shi-ripiiig qualifies of - Me-berries. - it be eltyr,sgen
esident Wilson. of the United not fear attack from any other
_country he_ was visiting. They.
ters were carefullx_aaieeted-.:and
propdgen that /Et nations nation.
should be able to speak their lanOur summer camping trip has played their roles charmingly and
ftirm a union to control the afBoys and girls often think that guage,. too. .
GRATEFUL LYNN GROVE
-been planned for the 22-23 of June. effectively.
fairs of the world, with justice to their foreign neighbors are "such
The last suggestion for good will
Carl Keel, one of the members
all nations. His plan provided queer people." But the people are
Murray, Ky. R. R. I We have almost enough, money in
of the graduating class, was ill
for a world court to hear cases not queer at all; they are just is that, nations could hold conMay 21. 1934 ,the treasury to pay for the trip.
makes
"PAT''PATTERSON
such
as
with' measles and unable to attend
of disputes between nations, which different._ If the boys and girls of tests for young people,
screen debut in "BOT- Mr. Joe T. Lovett,
any of the Commencement exermight lead to war, and-lettle them the different countries only knew 'skating. ball games, debates and herr
Editor
Times
Ledger
&
cises. Others ,in the class have
in fairness. 'Wilson's plan was ac- each other better they would not oratory. This would interest the 1QMS UP" with Spencer Murray, Kentucky
had measles but recovered in time
cepted and the League of Nations call each other queer. Correspond- young people and make them take Tracy and—John Boles, at
prizes for their the Capitol SUNDAY.
for the week's program.
was formed.
,
ence between boys and girls of interest in winning
The
bear
Mr.
four
Lovett:
cases
of
measles
at
W.
Mr. Arnett announced on ThursOther steps have been taken and different countries is a good way country. As they were all brodght
In behalf of_ihe faculty and stu- D. Erwin's are improving nicely. day evening the names and permen of'tomorrow. Teich them the
others must be taken to make this of forming new friendships and together, they would uncyrstand
No
.
other
new
cases that we have
foreign friendship.
centages of the students' who had
cost of war, the lives lost in War, dents of Lynn Grove High School, noted.
, a "warless world". In July, 1929. promoting good will. There must be no *lore war! the brutality of war, and lastly I wish to express our appreciation
an average of over 90 per cent
forty-six nations had signed the
Nowhere do we find greater
you
have
which
of
the
courtesy
The
Rev.
Gene
Erwin
of
Floribe
world
must
the
for the four years work. They are:
the vain folly of war, and their
Kellogg Peace Pact, agreeing not friends than in schoolrooms. At The slogan of
shown us during the school year. da, arrived Friday for an extend- Obena Erwin, 98.16; Lorene Ribberto make war. In order for this school, pupils work together, play "Peace on earth and International opinions are , formed accordingly.
one
of
the
moat
ed
We
are
-elosin-g
visit
with
his
brother,
W.
son, 92.15; Charlie Arnett, 90.65.
Peace Pact to' be a success, every together, end'learn to understand 'good 'will!"
The next step in war is Dis- successfur years in the history of Erwin and other
relatives. The
The members of the faculty and
nation should sign it.
each other. Neighboring countries
armernent. Of course you are ac- our school and we feel that a part Rev. Erwin is well known in
•
this
enjoyed the annual school
A suggestion for International could establish schools for the
Essay Junior quainted with the people that are of it is due to the advertising county as he3vas reared here. His students
picnic, held at Noble Park. Padugoodwill, would, be to organize PUPils,pf other countries, and puprejudiced against disarmament, which yop have given' to our pro- niece. Mrs Cordelia
Erwin, form- cah. last Friday. Although many
a &ant -called the "United States pils of different countries would Murray High
their name is legion. What we need grams' and activities_
erly a missionary of the Methodist came back with blistered faces,
of Europe". If all of Europe could establish life friendships.
is a gradual way. Slowly restrict
Soon
church to Korea, has arrived in all reported a goad time and that
Thanking you again,
am
By Mary Marrs
harmonize, then surely the other these pupils will be the leaders
the number and size of the numthe United States and will later it was one of the most successful
How to Preinete International, erous war vessles of the nation.
Yours sincerely,
nations of the world would blend of their nations, and could these'
visit her relatives of this com- picnics we have ever had.
Geed Will
Charlotte Jordan
perfectly.
nations be enemies with these.
make the,rn decrease the amount ssie
munity.
This subject is -sae of the'most of gunpowder, canon,:bdrrib: and
The Boy Scout organizations have school friends for leaders?
-ffeBOOrltews'Iteporter
mr"Bondurant, county agent, atformed a "Youths League of NaAnother way for Internatranal profound and important subjects poisbn gas, cet down the, fleets of
tended services here Sunday and
tioes" which is bringing about good will for boys and, girls of that has 'ever entered the minds planes, those white birds, that. in
acted as teaches, of the young
good will between the countries every nation to make visits to of philosophers and statesmen in wartime are harbingers of a torpeoples class. After the services,
of the world, for a Scout is a other nations and liv( in the any age. It is also a problem that turous death. Inveigle the naMr. Bondurant and several others
friend to every other Scout, and homes, -see -the busy life of the has never been completely solved tions one by one into treaties and
were dinner guests with Mr. and
We had a nice shower Monday
thinks of foreigners as friends. cities, camp in their woods and to the satisfaction of the world, pacts of peace. Permit no nation
Mrs. Leslie Ellis.
afternoon and every one is busy
For good will progress,. every boy play- their garner; They should but now it faces us, the inhabi- to let armed troops enter the JarKUicsey farm boys have transtants of the `universe, in a more rdory of any nation without pun- ferred their interests and activities
E. M. Miles went to Paris Sat- setting and resetting tobacco.
stark reality than ever before, the ishment_ Ah, one must be tact- from the school room to the field urday to see his sister. Mrs. George ,Miss Pauline Cooper, of Mayfield, spent last week with her
time old question of Peace apd fuL in_this furtJaezing
0.1 Peace-and -farm., Except la% rib.;'who FutrelL who has not yet recovered
War. '
enes.
_ One of the most important prob- is planning to continue in school from pneumonia. Her condition little-cousin; Whirde StiF-JSince the time of the old Greeks lems in this question is trade reClovis and Lovel Key have the
Mr. Miles returned
at Lexington. and Howard. Bazzell, is critical.
and Spartans. it has been instilled lations between countries. It is who has work at Mayfield..
measles.
home Sunday.
into the minds of youth ,that it is practically impossible as you know.
Mr. and Mrs. Gat Phillips and
Editors Note:—Elsewhere in this
sweet and fitting to die for one's for any civilized countries to be
family were the guests of Mr. and
Ned Washer wonofirst prize in issue will be found last week's letcountry. And so it- is—in some independent of other nations. They
Mrs. Porter Cooper. of Weakley
the sale of flavoring. Ned sold ter wheih due to lack of space
instances. But of what use is it export their products, likewise they
county, Tenn.. Sunday.
eleven bottles to win over How- was herd for this publication.
to sacrifice the youth of 'a coun- must import others, for trade
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Orr and
from the time we call for them until they are reard- Bazzell with .p sale of seven
try on the alter of damnable greed makes the world go round. Friendchildren. Emma Lee and Will
and Hafford Gilbert who sold six
Ed, spent Sunday with Mr. and
of men of politics and commerce? ly relations are needed on this Ned received a cash prize while
turned to you. T)ais service is another added feaMrs. Cloyce Farris.
Of what use is a fight over a few trade problem, we need diplomacy,
Howar_d and Hafford were given
paltry acres of land in which but taxes and tariffs are many
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Cooper
ture of the Motel Cleaners service that costs our
free tidkets by the Capitol Theat,re.
We are very grateful to the visited Mrs.'Cooper's uncle and
nothing, no, nothing is settled, sided affairs and most people are,
genuine
ability
These
boys
show
people
of
this
community
for
the
customers nothing%
nothing acComplishen except the rather skittish on the subject,
aunt, who are very low, Sunday at
as salesmen and 'deserve to be splendid spirit and courtesy' they
heightening of an already- electric therefore, various countries stand
Pottertown.
congratulated on their work and have shown in the attendance of
Will see you again later.—Sleepy
friction, between the nations of the on either side of oceans, or bounsuccess. We still have some flav- each of our commencement proWe have consistently _strived to lead in making
world?
daries and glow at each. other oring for Sale, and no doubt the grams. Even on Monday evening,. Head_
What will accomplish most in over certain exports and imports.
boys who have not been so suc- in the midst of a downpour of
Earl G. Welch of the Experiment
advancements in service in Murray and offer you
this world wide drive for peace is A clear, clean handling and settling
cessful during school would like to rain, the operetta was presented Station*ave instructions to three
E.
Of
a
capital
Education, with
of
these
questions
is
very
emvaCa-increase
their
sales
during
is added service for your protection.
to over half a house full. Since Grayson county 4-H club terracing
course it is slow,, but it is also sure. phatically needed.
tion.
so many people who'wantedto see teams, and a county contest will'
The first step in this education
World Peace may be benefited
the% presentation were hindered by be held.
Is to change the patriotic view. by "truth, the whole truth, and
There is some talk of the farm
—SEND YOUR GARMENTS TO—
Point of the youth of the world in nothing but the truth". This sloboys giving an ,ice cream supper
this method:
gan is unmercifully violated by on Saturday. June 2: Definite anThere is a -well known magaaine corrupt
newipapees.- - Sorrietiroe nouticenients will be made- Tater.
in America telling of the social and ago a certain shell company sent
political (most political) events of a reporter to, the peace confers
The different boys have started
the world. Its exact replica may at Geneva, who was paid two huntheir yarious projects and ,are
be found in any country. Devote dred and fifty thousand dollars. working hard to achieve
worthone page, only one, to depict the A day later, the New York neWs- while results: a good yield of
fine
unspeakable horrors of war, this paper reeked with propo_ganda, quality
tobacco: 100 crates of
ghastly brutalizing contest between garbling the troth of the wholeaf- Fancy
Aromas; or a cow that prohumanity that tears the body, fair at Geneva, slandering peace,
duces 400 _vitincts of butterfat.
physically and mentally and, rends praising the
of an oncoming
civilization; yes, devote one page' war, and arousing discord. You
Udel Watson, Billy Tidwell. and
to educating the rulers and states- may draw your own
conclusions. noyee Dixon are very busy this
The people want truth 'about in- week
marketing their berries.
ternational affairs, not propaganda Quite a few of the boys have tofrom 'money*she/nine coininerbial- bacco projects and most of them
ists, so our newspapers shouldttake have selected good ground and -are
a definite cleaning, and our edi- using good fertilizer._ Hafford Giltors' moral should also be brushed bert, Clovis Bazzell. and Lomax
up. •
Lee Housden have dairy projects.

Winning Essay Senior
Murray High School

S. Pleasant Grove I

-ken - Houston
STRAW HATS
SPORTS SHOES'
LINENtAPS
SPORTS SUITS.
WASH PANTS
DRESS SHIRTS
UNDERWEAR -

Winning

School

Taylor's Store
Pickups

Kirksey F. F. A.
Notes

TIES
BELTS
SOCKS

•••••

WORK CLOTHES

Your Garments COmpIetely

INSURED-

Everything for
Men and Boys

Lynn Grove Hi

OWEN &
OUSTON

my 441 P0/Ill
eat every-Yea)?

if'

CLEANERS

INh

,—11--

Sales Event!

Opportunity Days

sales event-was extended beyond our first plans because of the generous
approval•of the public. We thank you and will continue this sales spectacle
f
through Monday.

,

KEYNOTE 01
NEW A6E-

'This

TROUSERS

LADIES' HOSIERY

We bought everything the factory had in Palm
Beach and Tropical Worsteds. Year-round
weights and white crash materials for sumrbei
•
wear
ALL GROUPED IN ONE GREAT LOT
VALUES TO MAO

In a bargain that we are truly very proud of
They have truly been accepted and our sales
on them have been enormous.
THEY SHOULD BE WORTH Mc, RUT
GOING FOR

59c
OPPORTUNITY DAYS SPECIAL

BUY SEVERAL PAIRS AT SUCH PRICES!

MEN'S FAST COLOR QUALITY

MEN'S ATHLETIC

UNDERWEAR
wekhuilt with elastic backs and a real
'fir
',11C aair

DRESS SHIRTS
You'll wonder at this value
isessVir

II'

•

-

i9e

-

.14PIES' WHITE SHOES.

And Carrene is a big step
forward.It's the pure and
safe refrigerant that offers complete safety,
coupled with smooth,
silent operation and
great ethcien
Y.
be amazed
when you
safety tests. Y
your friends
and you:
aG n

lir

i _ .- , - lig
11
.
-,2-;=- tr I

ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATORS
Small-Down
Payrifilat
Easy Torras

It.

.77TRAPil sPUMPS .. . 1116117
In valets up te WM, elTeFed ter
Opportunity Days at

GRUNOW
lARRENE
91111114

rf no
,OZO

1HIPER-SAF
AEFRHIRAT

Murray Mercantile Co.

ANY people are paying for Electric Refrigeration
and yet not having it! Maybe you are one ,of
them. The U. S. Government estimates that left -oven
cost the average family $4.50 every month. Most of
this cstly waste is eliminated in homes where In

M

Electric -Refrigeotertuarirttiefarhsityrfood
Left overt, Guatfy thrown awaoim
z
be kept andmade:
into appetizing dishti the-w
- hole ram
- ily will relish.
But this is only'ane of the savings made possible by
„
Lcctc 11.thiscsagita.,4•0414P,..
larger quantities at bargain prices. frEeeps food fresh
four to five times longer. It enables you to serve many
inexpensive frozen desserts.
Investigate Electric Ref-ri,;-:ration

'1-

,
15t

JOHNSON-FAIN MUSIC COMPANY

ROBERT T. NICHOLS

OLD POSTOFFICE LOCATION

3.•

Isn't it worth a few
cents a Jay to keep it
fresh anti wholesome?

KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE LIGHT AND POWER CO.
Murray, Kentucky

MURRAY, KY.
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CAMP MURRAY
CHATTERS
By Wm. H. Martin. Jr.

THE Lie
r
ifiLac

,.MURRAY INcY.J(pRDAY AYFERQQ4

1934
aNIEtW

Mr. and .-Mrs. T. S. Herron and!
put off on this account.
The camp beautification program 41111Shier. Ann. Went Sunday in
continues with an active interest Trenevant, Tenn.
by enroll* and staff. The latest.; e Dan Caldwell of Harris Grove,
contribution to this activity wagl visited his brother, Guy Caldwell. t
numbet of rose bushes &eased and ins sister. Mrs. M. It Wilson
be Mr. A. E. Barnett for which we Sunday.

Lieutenant 14'1414m X. Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Singleton se
' These are
Camp Commander. and Mrs. Smith are eerr• aPPreelati"
being wet out in the company
Grove, Tenn.. were in
returned Saturday from Clarisstreet and promise to add to this College
den. Virginia
They will depart already attractive section of the Hazel transacting business- and
visiting fciends last Friday.
in a few days for Philadelphia
camp.
where the Lieutenant will report
Mr. suld Mrs. Tim Elliott, of
for duty at the Philadelphia Navy
Murray, who have been vise.: .1
Yard on June 1 Upon the relief
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Weatherford.
of Lieutenant Smith. Lieutenant
returned to their home last week.
Zupko, camp adjutant, will asThe Rev. and Mn, A. M. HawMrs: Will
a
l te
i Ind children,
sume command.
ley and sons. Truett Smith and
and Ann. of Houston. were in
First Lieutenant Allen G. Ship- John Ed.
Dresden. Tenn.,
le6Q4M-eniry, arrived Th4azite Tenu-si_os.-eisinee. ALE
O 'PlawierrIltald "hiti
day and reported for duty -with Mns.---41. a Tienshow this week.
reinter. appointment- it - the- Dap:this company
Miss Laurine Hill of Hazel and,,tist church near there on that
Religious services last Sunday little niece. Joyce Mae Hill. of. date.
rssWig were conducted by the MayfisK, are vesitidg Mrs. K. B.Mrs. H. A. Wilson an daughter.
Rev._ purr of the local Presbyterian °Oxon et..Paris.
Anna Lee,"ars: A. H. McLeod and
church-who delivered a very inMrs. 0. T. Weatherford has reson. A. H., Jr.. and Mrs. P. W.
structive and inspiring talk. From turned from a visit to her mother.
Prichett visited relatives in Paris,
the inereestiag numbers present it Mrs. J. P. Elliott. of Bertrand, Mo.
,
Ira that ouch pester interest Miss Myrtle Whitnell and Miss Tem., Friday.
Mrs. Atina B. Hill was in MurIn these services is being taken Clara White Wilcox, who are emray last, Wednesday on business.
by members of the camp and the ployed in Nashville, spent the
Nellie Brandon, who has been
men are very appreciative of the west end with home folks.
working in Detroit. Mich.. came
opportunity to attend religious MrPaduUnderwood.
Rev.
of
J.
E.
_
home last week.
Macs in eeenp.
Cali, are visiting the. family of W.
-4-S.-Hereon- made a business trip
The Clamp Murray Cubs were- D. Kelly this week.
to Memphis last Friday.
Lttictorinan last Sunday..
Mrs. 0. IL Tunabow and sister,
another inter-carnp game. They Miss Eva Perry and Mrs. D. N. - Mrs. B, R. Flickii. Sr.. and -het
met the Camp Ashby pine it Chia- White and Mrs., W. M. Hull were visitors Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Ricks,
Jr., .of • Colorado Springs. Colo.,
, ton_ wad defeated it by a score of Murray visitors Tuesday.
Were in Paris last Wednesday.
Bro. W. A. Baker fIlled lierregWork i Progressing - rapidly on
The diamond bell Match between ular appointment at the Methodist
home of Mr. and Mrs. Audrey
Camp Murray and the Vandevelde church Sunday and Sunday night
Simmons......
team was postponed Monday evenLittle Miss Gracie Nell George
The Rev. It F.. Erwin of FIcirida.
ing on account of ram This is the of Paducah. is visiting her aunt,
is visiting friends and -retained .Us
second time -this game has been Airs...hiack
Hazel -Mr..-1111ffir=;fritilifertr-llearl
here. Ale. served dhe term as Mx
assessor in this county about 25
years age.
-Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Grogan
and Mrs. Lattie Denham Were in
-Frankfort this week.

Hospital News

Dexter News
-

.1.••

VON •

••••1.
A.,a

••=6

- 1)la-11121 butlrillS1 Hamm sod Nellie Heirs played the Hebb alsedt
•(
ehteampiproposIn Athol*:todayNSWM be
eadagreared
dealer for the same all company that women Rosen as the sir. (I)
Approximately thirty *even cents of every rfoRer-that yea spout kr
gasoline is for gasoline taxes. (3) According to firma released by the
National Automobile Chamber of Commerce America peadreas SI%
of the Wciti's motor oars
Watch for Ain° Oddities in this paper oast vs*

Suggestions For the
--Nhik Cow Owners

New Hope Church
Program Sunday

i

goes for feed. It does not pay,
therefore, to risk this high feed
cost'-on calves- that,wdo not have
reeding or other promise of good
Production.
Use More Dairy Products: Each
child should have a quirt and
each adult a pint - of milk dailY.'A
gallon of milk daily'can be made
into newly 3 pounds of butter. 6
quarts of buttermilk and 9 pounds
-of- cottage cheese in a week.

b

Sunday, _May it
Bible school at 9:30 with classes
for all ages. We should have 500
in attendance. Why not! Hugh
MeElrath. superentendent'
The annual roll call of all
church members will be held at the
11 o'clock hope TIae- piltor will
officiate. Let evetir--nesaber Leg
it their privilege to attend.
The B. Y. P. U will meet at
6:45. Groups for all ages.. R.
Churchill. suparintendent
class in the -Normal Iderrattr-wItt
meet,at 6:45. All who have not
had their work are urged to attend_ All others are cordially invited. The teacher, Bro. J. H.
Thurman. is making the study very
interesting.
•The pastor will preach the Commencement sermon for the graduating class at the High School
Sundasownining at 8 ,o'clock in the
school auditorium.
The Women's Ntthionary Union
will meet at the church Tuesday
afternoon at 3 o'clock in a special
prayer service. All the women of
the churle are urged to attend,
Mrs. W. T. Sledd, president.
Prayer meeting Wednesday at
7:45 followed
by the monthly
workers council of the officers and
teachers of the Sunday School.
- J. E. Skinner, Pastor

Among the Hardin High school
Gee's) more hay'and pasturer get
graduatce, there were four of rid ,of poor cows, raise only good
whom we were Tall justly proud of. heifers and use more dairy proThree of these, Miss Hazel Andrus, ducts at home, is advice which the
Miss Bernice Ernestberger.
Kentucky College of Agriculture
Lancaster. reside here., Lynn Dale offers to dairy farmers. Regardless
j Ferguson • was reared -here until of any government assistapce, cer1 high school age, therefore, we tain responsibilities rest with the
elairn him as, pne of our boys. In dairy farmers themselves.'-'says the
he exercises of Class night. Dallas college.
out his best forward when he preGood Pastfire Pays: GOOG pas- MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
oded as master' of ceremonies and ture furnishes The cheapest feed.
..:ave the openind address. • As the In Kentucky, feed produced by
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m. E.
ILIRKSEY CIRCUIT
program progressed, the address of pasture costs only a fourth to a B. Holland. superinterident
welcome' was - given by Hardin half as much as harvested crops
Preaching services' at Mt. CarMorning Worship at 10:45 A M.
Vv'e carry a large—stock of parts and are ready to,
.3diss.Ernstberger played her produced on the same kind of Sermon. subject: "Christ's Message mel at the usual 14 o'clock hour.
part, professionally as the grumb- land. There is still time to sow
give you quick repair "device. TRY US FIRST!
AU are invited to attend. Sunday
le Ephesus."
ler. !Kiss Andrus, with dignity lcepedeza. _Plan perrrianent pasEvening Worship at 730 o'clock. School services will be held before
and efficiency shower her talant as ture's.'
Let US Care for YOUR Car
Sermon subject:- "Salvation of the preaching services. The Women's
•
an orator. For Lynn Dale we
Missionary Satiety will meet at
Provide More Hay:- Legume hay Lord."
can _eay. he proclaimed to the is another source of cheap _food.
Our baptismal 'service will be its appointed time.
audience with his athletic essay. Provide a ton and three-fourths to held
at the Concord bridge Sunthe greatness Of attileticIC by his two end a fourths tons
hay per day ,afternoon at 2:30 P. M. All
PHONE 300
fine. manly posture denotes from cow. There is still time to sow
are invited. The pastor will speak
four years* leveeing We congrat- soybeans. cowpeas and
Southwest Corner o
Sudan for a few minutes On "Scriptural
ulate them all.
grass. Plan to grow more alfalfa Baptism-As to Subject, Design,
Square
Mrs. Eldridge Vick and children. add clovers.
•
Mode and Administrator."
-Murray, Ky.
who remained here for a. week to
Sell P-or4r- Cows: Poor feeders,
Prayer meeting each Wednesday
attend the Hardin and Benton short-time milkers, shy _breeders. evening
at 7:30 P. M.
graduataon exercises, in which her_ blood-test reactors and cows subThe ladies meet at the church
nephew and, niece participated, re- ject to udder troubles are low cash Tuesday afternoon
at 2:30
turned to her home - in Paducah. producers. It is unwise to keep
The Ann Haseltine Society (for
421as. Daugherty, who remains more oases than can be furnished girls) meets at the church Satura cryts very little improVed as hay and 'fasture from the farm. day afternoon at 3:00 p. m.
this goes to press. He has had
All of our services are simple.'
unless isrt•oiseePtienally good marest arly visitors,
..
ket is available for Jnilk.
Scriptural arid spiritual. You will
. Oleo Novella Vick, of Tri-City,, Raise Only Geed Redeye: The _talways find us at home_
was a visitor with. her parents. average cost of raisieg.....a.. heifer'
Carroll IlLtibard, Pastor
Mr. and Mrs. Tom krearoll. re- to producing age keletbapt pt
itsient ••••
cently.
feed prices. Of this amount. $32
Head the Classified Colunin,
Mr. and Mrs,„Lee Donelson and
Mrs. Boyd Jones were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Cly.nt Skaggs.
Late in the afternoon, Mrs. Joneey-4
was motored to Murray to visit
. _ _
- -bee.-brollser: Mf Kit' Redden and
Scientifically it might hr defined as a quality of vision.
Mrs. Redden.. who were injured in
Pesetkelly it is the ability of eyes to work better, tire less, see
w-aWautOrnObile wreck last week,
sharper and more comfortably. That is, %% hen the precise cor- Mr. --and-. Mrs. Mac Mizell rerecline is determined. Exhaustive tests have preyed that one
lens is•best suited for this purpose-soft-Lite. Because they
a. turned,, with their son. --Blakely,
yr
to aeteThomrill
y leaf.-not *miry ruminate craete'in -rnixmier -trintitie-inna- mernaetret-.last Sunday for a few days visit.
but because they have so many other inherent quality elements, _
Misses Volene and VeSoft-Lite lenses restore and conserve Vision Vitality.
rgie Shoemaker entertained a few of tbe
ASK FOR' SOIFT-LITE IN YOUR NEXT Rx.
younger social set Saturday night
• on the specious Mein of their sls•
oteteit.Mrs. Stafford Curd.
_Aga Jane. Neal was a visitor
•__Sundley afternoon with her sister.
Mrs. Mate Jones.
Mrs. Oscar Gordon of Reidland.
returned home after a few days
visit with her deters. Mrs. Horace
Smith. Miss
ss Beulah Ferguson, and
D-X LUBRICATING
Mrs. CS Daugherty.
MOTOR FUEL
Mrs. Ed Tidwell. of Menlphis.
_arrived Sunday night -•for a visit
with,. her parents. Mr.. and Mrs.
Boyd
Jones. • and
Mrs. J or
Hot Weather Oil
We announce to the public t&at we have opened
Threett her sister.
Light Grease
offices
and
have
every facility for rendering high
Mr and Mrs. Eunice Jeffrey of
class, reliable service. If you want to buy, sell,
Murray Were callers an--old
here Sunday.
trade or rent any city. farm or business property,
Free Water for the
Everybody busy picking berries
we are in a position to serve you.
4 so not much news.
Radiator and
•
-e
Battery
-Mrs E. C.

Greetings
Graduates
GRAHAM & JACKSON extend their best
wishes to the 51 graduates of the Murray
High School, the graduates of Murray State
College and the high
schools of the county.
For the than graduate, we have everything that you will need
for the closing,. day exercises.

TO FAMILY AND FRIENDS:
Give them SOMETHING TO WEAR for graduation presents.

---CAR,PARTS--

Beamadifarage

New Real Estate Agency
We Have Inquiries and Outside
Connections

tastes richer because it is richer! Made of
• cream that's almost thick enough to whip! It's
that richer, thicker Cream that gives _Velvet !Fe__„
Cream its bo44
.4 vaigatar sailimOndea,Aind *AMY;.
iority ti.)*- other create-L. '
IT

VELVET ICE CREAM CO.

Competent, effkient and guaranteed work on all kinds of jeweley, noisiest itistrurnents, Sting,,A4C,
Itemember--every jeh of repair
viork mast be satisfactory-I make
It that way.

,At° JOHNSON-FAIN
SIC CO.

Rental Properties Will Be Given Our
Personal Attention
List Your Property With a Firm That is
in a Position to and Will Render
You Prompt and Efficient
Service

-osiMor'
NommosiP
-

GRAHAM & JACKSON
s

any excursion, long or short, business
or pleasure, be sure to drive here first. It's
the
safety and comfort insurance we know.

It's the finest way to auto efficiency, speed and
economy. Expert service" andfriendly attention will provide yow car with better fuels and
lubrication in less time and send you on your
way With real motoring joy. Let us start you
off right—TODAY!

LET US EQUIP YOUR CAR WITH
FABRIC SEAT COVERS

Windshield Dusting
••••

t-t

• •. ”fe-Oe •

Let as order cov.s

,

e•fi
•

1

•

DRIVE IN AND LET US SHOW YOU WHAT OUR
SERVICE MEANS.

Super -Service Station
of JACKSON PURCHASE OIL' COMPANY

OFFICES GATLIN BUILDING
• .0
Murray, Kentucky
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Tire Attention

H. E. HOLTON & COMPANY

ASK 1-01.R DEALER OR PHONE 34

PHONE 34

'From the best known me. at

Mr. at
dies are
at the 1
infant I
'Harry a
at birth.
great ge
Mrs. J.
Grove.

START
Right
on Every
Trip!
Stop Here First for. Service

DR. ORVIS C. WELLS
opTomETRINT

And the flavors. You love them because you
know they're,p,' Not a drop to Tar your taste
. in p hundred gallons. Take home some Velvet tonight! For sale at,any fountain with our sign In
the window.

Shirta,,.Ties ... Socks ...Pajamas

or

VISION VITALITY...

'

ffk.

Brighton, Tenn.
Duet-Lueilit and Mary Harris.
Intrpcluction of visitors
Informal remarks by'anyone.
Song, God -be With You 1112 -1Fe
The following Home 'Coming
Again.
Meet
church,
Day program of New Hope
Sundiy, May 2'7, at 10 A. M., has
RED CROSS CLOSED
been announced and includes reci-

The fallowing psti.n.s were ad,
mitted to the Wet Mason Hospital during the past week:
Miss Pauline Cherry, Paris; Miss
Alice Walla Murray; Miss Mary
FOR SUMMER MONTHS
Shell. Paris; Miss Moore Morrow, tations, sOntrff• a disdoitY. and a
Puryear; Joseph Miller, Hazel; C.
short play entitled -The Radiant
The Murray chapter of the Red
A. Redden. Murray; Charles DuniCross has been closed for the summieir, Brookport. III.; Mrs Halle Life" which will be presented by
mer. Mrs B. Melugin announces.
Barnett, Whitlock; Tenn.; Henry the young people's class:
11 A. M. sermon by the Rev. E. The chapter did considerable work
Ellis, Paris; Mrs. C. B. Shackleduring the past winter in the colford, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mil- A. H. L. Ledbetter, Brighton, Miss.
lecting, making, and distribution
Noon.
Alexander, Union City, Tenn.
-1:30 P. M.-Instrumental Music; of garments. Several continue to
The following patients were dis- '
song. Dr. Smith of the call for the service , but it has
missed from the- Wm. Mason Hos- Speeial
Muon ThliellittL.PIdtaterLarh..1..g. been suspended now for several
pltarduring Melee 'weerdays
Rudd. Almo; Hiertory of the Sunday Charles Durrimieir, Brookport,
School, Mrs. Perty•Farris.
•
III; C. A. Redden, Murray; Mrs.
The Crittenden county wool
Victory, in
Seng-Palms of
N. W. Scott, Murray; Mrs. N. B.
committee
is
pool
preparing to
memory of Rev. McGill. filet Ratter
Beck. Union City, Tenn.; G. C.
of the ehuroli; a_ tribute to J: -K., handle 25 per cent more weer *LI
Doran, Murray: Mrs. Flora HatchP. Wells. heft superintendent of year than during the past year,
er, Hazel; Mrs. R. E Drinkard,
School, by Tellus .Allen county farmers are giving
the Sunday
Paducah; G. S. Smith, Puryear,
Hutchens; a word of appreciation attention to small orchards Local
Tenn.
of W. L Baucom, present superin- demand for apples at $1 per bushel
tendent, by Rev. Bryan Rains, could not be met hat year.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
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J. E. Houston was in Fulton
Wednesday visiting . his brother,
J. G. Houston, the, tatter's wife
being quite ill

Obituary -

[Light'for the Bedroom
By Helen G. Toland

Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Crisp and
daughter of Arlington are visiting Mr. and Mrs. N. P. Hutson
and son.'
Mr. and Mrs. G B. Scott and
sons attended Commencement exercises at South Side, Tenn.. over,
the week end.
Dogs nide inoculated and prophylactic and corrective at Willard's Barn. Dr. Cherry, Phone
140.
•
ltp
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lovett atthe Class'- Day.arregrarn-ar
]her
441.
6
$1, High school Thursday
night.

se

54

4

The Rev. J. T. Stewart was
born' in Stewart County, Tenn.,
December _ 4, 1847. He departed
this life April 29, 1934, age 86
years 4 months and 25 days. He
was married to Susan Champion
August 10, 1888, and he and his
devoted wife have walked side by
side-fOught the battles of life,
shared in each other's joys as well
as in each other's sorrowi for nearly 88 years. They have been a
source of constant joy to each
other through this long sojourn
Their .home was__.a,
4,11ektlair.
happy home and it was always a
joy to visit their home and'enjoy
their fellowship - and hospitality.
God blessed this home with 9
children, four boys and five girls.
Those who have passed on are:
Mrs. Essie Workman who died 31
years ago; Rev. Chas. A. Stewart
of Walcott, Ark., 24 years ago;
SarhueI D. Stewart 14 years ago;
and an infant, Robt Lee, it the
age of four months. Those surviving are, Mrs.. Valdy Rowlett,
Mrs. Ike Burton, Mrs. Lowry
Underwood, Mrs. Jessie Thurman
of Calloway County, and Fonny
Stewart of Walcott, Ark. Bro.
Stewart had, besides his own children, 54 grandchildren, 44 great
grandchildren, and one great great
grandchild, making a total. of
108 deeendants.

Creek. Liberty, Walnut Grove, and
perhaps others, besides the many
school houses and mission points
to W11101-he mIntstatreat
fact,
much of his ,werk was in a m‘a•ure mission work, and it will take
eternity to reveal what his long
ministery may meal: to the families of men.-J H. Thurman.

Lord-iby the whole church, with
emphasis upqp the Woa,416,Way,
.'
and the name of the LordA WELCOME AWAITS -YOU.
_
'At the Jackson county 4-H club
leaders confereace, motion pictures
dealing with forestry and club
work were shown.

Mr. and Mrs. William R. Fur- ray boys to be called and his enches are the parents of a boy born listment has expired.
at the home last Thursday. The
Tom Farmer is spending several
infant has been named William weeks with his aunt, Mrs. Cull
Local hatcheries -in Floyd coun?furry and weighed 10% pounds Phillips, and Mr. Phillips in Dallas,
ty had orders for baby chicks far
at birth. The youngster .has two Texas.
in advance: It was necessary to
great grandparents living, Mr. and
Good crowds enjoyed both the ship -in- chicks to supply the te,
Mr. and Mrs. Devereaux F. MeMrs. J. B. Swann, of near Lynn Clatchey, Jr., of Atlanta; Ga., have
splendid sermon Sunday evening mendGrove.
and the operetta Monday. evening.
concluded a visit to Mr. and Mrs.
Dogs Bathed and groomed MAO John Rowlett. Mrs. Rowlett reThe Senior play, "The Girl in
at Willikt01
Barn, Dr. ..C.herry. turned With_ theia. for . a. abort
the --Fur Coat," to -be wreoentedPhone 140.
ltp
Saturday evening. May 19, is coached by Mr. Arnett. The cast inRobert Hall returned to his home
Miss Isabelle Bondurant of Hickcludes:
tear Alrno after a recent operetion man has returned to her home
Stsawberries 10e per gallon if you
at the Keys-Houston Hospital.
after a visit to Vernon Stubble- come and pick them. L T. CrawNifty Nan Nacroft, vaudeville
Miss Patricia aitatiatah, Who has field. Jr. .
•
queen, Obena Erwin.
ford, Murray Route 6.
hLUe
Mrs. -Marrrye Dumas and ?Mrs.
been attending the Southern Junior
Adelle'
Mrs. Lee, Bob's mother
Dr. and Mrs. a M. Ausmus of
College at.Chattanooga,- Tenn., has Geo. MeLarin of Paris, Tema,
Miller.
Mayfield, visited their daughter,
returned to Murray for the vaca- spent the week .end in the home
Hettie Lee,-Bob's sister, Robbie
Mrs. David McNeely and Mr. Mction season. Mrs. Mason motored of Nat Ryan, Sr.
Nell Myers.
Neely, in their apartment near
L. L. Veal, general manager of
to the college to bring Patricia
Maggie Nails, Pete's sweetheart,
the tobacco association, spent Mon- the college Tnaday.
home.
Dorris Jackson.
been,
_
Reiburii
White,
who
has'
Louisville
on
business.
Mss Lucille Wells was called day in
Mrs. T. Nails, Maggie's mother,
Several second hand refrigera- working for Joe Baker, has accepQuart Salad Dressing.. 25c
from Louisville last week on acMildred Wrather.
Count of the illness and aleath of tors. All rises and priced cheap. ted a position in the Paducah ofMrs, Roger Devake, a bride,
Nice Large Grapefruit .. Sc
Maurice Crass, Basement Ford fices of the eulf Refining
her father, John T. Wells. Opal Mae Erwin.
pany.
Cotnity Superintendent M. 0. Garage.
Ural
Silas Lee, Bob's- father";
1 lb. box Crackers .... I3c
Goldie Orr, J. W. Outland, R.
Most el a frock..1
Joseph Miller, son of Dr. E. W.
Wrather left Satioday for Washlighting is the bedroom is sa Leveled& aid in "setriag
Story.
amen, sad imagist
nivie coat buttons.
th• right sesseeska la sir
ington in interest of the Federal H. Falwell and J. D. Outland are Miller of Hazel, was a patient at
Bob Lee, the husband of Nifty 2-lb. box Crackers
23c
Education Relief Program.
Mr. on a few days combination busi- the Mason Hospital a few days after
Nan, Charles Baugh.
•
smashing
For
use
between
twin
beds,
the
science
is
.,
one,
by
sight-seeing
trip
through
ness
and
50c
an operation.
Wrather is president of the KenRoger Devake. a tourist from 10 lbs. Sugar
Life's lovely illusions. The lamp with two arms, two bulbs, two
tucky Rehabilitation Association. Tennessee, Georgia and the Carothe city, Mitchell Story.
Take no chances. Send your
latest to go is the chubby little shades is proving very popular,
$5.75
line).
A special physical education
Pete Denny, Lee's hired man, 16-in. Lawn Mower ..
garments to Superior Cleaners. lamp with the highly adored shade since it enables two to read comSeven nurses of the Mason HosHe was tonverted. at the age of Edwin Warren:
program,. in which over 300 men
tf
mifortably
as
well
as
in
simultaneously.
sway
hold
Always
that wag wont to
25c
Beef Steak, 2 lbs.
and ee-eds will take part, will be pital spent)taqnday and Tuesday of
puslied The,convenient height of the jun- -eight years...aati later uniteci-Judge'- Maynard, Harry Cotharn.
Mrs. Clarice Bradley, of Padu- lady's chamber. Science has
-Crockets
thie-dilimplait-Xleurch.
aat
for
ior
flooriamp,
its
rigi
broad
shade
and
-given between 110 tnd 8:30 p. in. this week -in', Louisville taking the
once
table
bedside
April
It
the
last
day
Friday,
it
the
eff
Chuck Roast, lb
cah, is spending he week in MurCreek in Stewart County, Tenn. of school, has been selected as the
Monday, May 28, as a part (if the Kentucky State Board examination
all, by declaring that the human eye three sockets combine to make it
ray attending the commencemen
requires quite as much light to read admirably suited to bedside service In 1885 he moved his family to day for the annual school picnic. Pure Pork Saulage, 2 lbs.25c
commencement week program in for nurses. Those who took this ex_
Calloway County, Ky., placing
as it does to read any place too.
amination were: Miss B. Barton, exercises At Murray High school.
front of the large auditorium.
Her son, Rob, is a member of the else.
Although these lamps are pri- his church membership with the
15c
Pork Chops, lean, lb.
jilars. Ethel Charlton, of near. Lynn Miss L. Hess, Miss L. Hughes, Miss
CHURCH OF CHRIST
marily
practical,
class.
doing a real light- First Baptist Church, Murray, Ky.
Purpose of "Boudoir" Lamps
Grove, was a patient at the, Clinic- B. Johnson, Mr.- A. Christiansen,
ing
job,
they
are
in
tune
with
the
William Packmann returned on
Pork Ribs, lb. ..... . 10c
The.ten units of light which nor- most frivolous bedrooms. The Two sears later he responded to
Hospital this week for treatment. and Mr. J. E. Jones.
"All in the Name of the Lord"
a divine„ call to the .ministery, and
The baby son of Mr. and Mrs. Wednesday morning from Louis- mal eyes need as ,a minimum for shades are tinted to carry' out the
Freeman Wilford has gone to
You will find a place to help and Pure Lard, 4 lbs.
35c
ville where he visited the head of- comfortable reading cannot be supwas on December 17, 1887, or- be helped in these regular services:
color scheme of the room, quite as
Akron, Ohio. where he has accep- Charley Marr is quite ill at the
fices of the Lerman Brothers plied by anything less than a 60-watt effectively
dained to the ministery by the
as the highly colored
ted a position with an out-doer Keys-Houston Hospital.
Lord's
Day
Bible
&Amor;
_9:45
Red BirCi Flour, --OM the so-catied "bouades on the old boudoir lamps. First Baptist Chure.h;---Sturray, Ky. A. M.
-advertising company. Mr. Vitford--'-'91111Dit--W. C. Acme, at Hardin. is a
79c
24-lb. bag
Dogs Boarded in Kennels at Wil- doir lamp"- usually boasted -only'
Raving been a minister cif:the GosDeep color is not good for lamp
and
Preaching,
10:50
A.
was connected with the same com- patient at the Keys-Houston HosWorship
tard's Begn, Dr. Cherry, Phone 25-watt. A comfortable reading pos- shades, since it distorts the real
pel
at
the'
time
of
his
death
a
litpital
tar
medical
care.
is
returnuseful
nine
years
of
M.
pany far
circle
Lynn Grove Flour,
140.
lip ture implies a wide
color scheme of the room, and ab- tle better than 46 years.
Goldie MeKeel Dunn is spending
light, which can be obtained only by sorbs much of. the light that our
Young Folk Meet,, a:00 P. M.
ing to his' former position. Mrs.
$1.00
24-lb. bag
The Rev. J.'E. Skinner visited his
base
reasonably
tall
a
lamp
-with
Stewart
has
served
the
foltwo
weeks
'visiting
in
Miami,
a
Bro.
Worship and Communion, 7:30Wilford and two children will
daughter, Miss Onie Skinner, at and broad shade. The boudoir lamp eyes really require.
lowing
churches
as
pastor:
in
CalFlorida, and Points of interest in
7:45 P. M. A brief sstvice for
, Telephone 85
joie him there later.
Avoid High-Colored Shades
Jackson, Tenn., this week on his haeheither. So since it provided too
River. Sugar those who will come. No preachBilly Cullom returned home Sat- that state.
Again at the dressing table,"shades loway county-Blood
reading, and didn't
return
from
the
for
Southern
Baptist
light
little
Creek, 'Poplar Spring Pine Bluff, ing in eyening, due to school serMra.O. B. Dvan, Jr. is recoverafter
spending „several
urday
throw "that little" in the right place, of high color have been discarded,
Convention,at Fort Worth,,Texas.
Spring Vreele and Hazel; in Trigg vice.'
months in C. C. C. Camps in Cali- ing from an illness of measles at
it has been relegated to a decorative and in their place we find palely
Mrs.
G.
C.
MeClarin,
of
Perth...is
her home on North Fourteenth
.: role in the home, and a new lamp tinted or white shades. Twin lamps, County. Ky.: - Turkey Creek, and
Mid-week Study and Prayer
fornia and Idaho.
visiting
friends
in
Murray.
WE DELIVER
Pleasant Hill; in Stewart County, meeting, Wednesday, 7:30 P. M.
Mrs. Maybelle Scoby returned street.
has come to take its place on the tall enough to bring the lamp bulb
Ra
R.
Emerson
is
visiting
his
at the face height of the person be- Tenn.: Rushings Creek, Crockets
An eleven-pound son was born to
bedside tables of the land.
Not :'special attractions," but
today from -totrisville- where she
nephew. John Emerson, near FaxAlthough the new lamp is really fore the mirror, shaded in pale Creek, Model, Nevils Creek", Elk regular services and work for the
spent a couple of days with her Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Vaughan at
on. Mr. Emerson, who formerly of some use, it is quite as attractive parchment, enable madame to see
daughter, Miss Amelia Scoby. who the Keys-Houston Hospital Saturcorresponded for the Ledger- & as the boudoir lamp. In general it is herself,"as others see her,'' which
is a student nurse at the Baptist day night. The little man is being
Times' has been visiting in Padu- characterized by -a tan base, but any woman 'knows is a decided adHospital
Miss Scoby returned called William Dalton.
.„
slender so that it does riot appear vantage.
Othal Smith, coeo cola distribu- cah several months, He plans to out of scale with the srnalj bedstde
-•with her to spend her vacation in
In the bedroom the ceiling fixture
attend
the
Harmony
old
Southern
tor in Murray from Paducah, was
Murray.
tahlte-The height of the bike makes comes into its own. In no other
Scrialtig at Benton Sunday.
Late model kitchen cabinets. held up late Saturday afternoon
a. broader shade suitable. This com- room in the house is these so much
Dr. F. K Crawford, Dentist,
bination insures a wide circle of use- need of general illumination - to
hand. near Sharpe and robbed of $75. ,
Several good
buys on
-National
Bank
Bldg.,
Phone
ful light on the book of the reader- 'twat the effect" of a frock; to find
Ruth Denham was discharged
Maurice Crass, basement Ford
192., ,
.11e
in-bed, who can now enjoy a com- the right accessories in bureau
from the Keys-Houston Hospital
Garage.
Prominent among the visitors ex- fortable reading posture, and no drawers and to' aid in the location
The increased i:latronage at the last week where she had been
pected in Murray this Week end are lon_get needt to, be a contortionist. of elusive collar buttons But even
'several weeks treatment..
• Mason Hospital has made it neeess,
'. Neither isahere any further-need of in the bedroom a bare bulb must be
arid mrs...p,Ii..Krelss,of Wash;
-19n-R. T. Skinnee--of--Elienvingary to can bark to the hospital
Moore, squinting, for the new lamp, being' rept froth' tieseato the tenter Pc1'ortr4
ington,
D.
Mrs.
T.
E.
C.,
and
eral of the former nurates. Those ham. Ala., son of the Rev. and Mrs.
the, must have shades, either small indiMeadesville. Pa. They will be the- ...larger, carries a lamp .buib of
Q
C. Club
Avondale
75
Thrifty-24-lb. bag 73c
Who have recently joined the hos- .J. E. Skinner, preached at the
60-watt size, equal to the task of -vidual ibnos of glass or parchment,
guests
of
Dr.
and
Mrs:
.
W.
H.
Ma24-1b. bag OJ
pioviding enough light- for normal or a larger -globe- that- shields the en24-lb. bag
4
LOUR
-pital staff are: -Miss Marguerite First Baptist church in Paducah
son at Mason Manor.
tire fixture from view.
eyes.
Gallon, Miss Mary Veltman and last Sunday.
The small • son of Mr. an'! Mrs.
Mrs. jewel- Myete, college stu_
/Ass. Capps, formerly Miss Irene
LARGE BARS FOR
was
'severely
Waldrop
dent, underwent a major operation Wesley
McCormick.'
burned early Wednesday morning
at
the
Keys-Houston
Hospital
last
Purdem 'Outland returned Satby hot coffee. The child was taken
Let's dream a fond home; dear..
urday ___night from Detroit where week.
A marriage license was issued, to the Keys-Houston Hos tal- for
-..he spent the, past two weeks.
together,
NO. 2 CANS FOR
STANDARD
treatment.
The May Day program of the
Good- -Wied_Uviag ram sieges. JaB. Wednesday ..to _T. G. Guier,
Sat -high -in- fleecy, sunlit clouds,
SLICED
BROKEN
Mrs.
A.
0.
Woods
is
c
vateacbeSetTOUt
-wttt
Training
They're bargains. Maurice Crass. Murray, and .,Beulah King, of
ing from a major operatiori at the Where it will always be fair given tomorrow afternoon on the
Richard Cullom, son of Mr. and Murray.
weather
TALL CANS
FANCY
college campus at 4:30. This has
Everett Roberts,' of South of Mason Memorial Hospital about
Mrs. J. A. Cullom. returned SunAloof from towns and rushing
10 days ago.
-_
been a beautiful event for Murray
QUALITY
day from C. C. C. camp In Idaho. Murray. 'is much improved followMiss Flo Imes, who has .. been
crowds.
for several years and students and
Richard was one. of the first Mur- ing an extended illness.
„
teaching in Paducah, is visiting
teachers have again given considere-'
POUNDS FOR 25c
CHOICE 'HAND PICKED
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. _M.. A Castle built of fragrant petals
able time to- the etogram.
From soft-hued blossoms shook
Imes. Alms.
from earth Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Foster, of
Approximately 55 acres of berPortageville. Mo.. are visiting her And skyward blown through tree- rtes have been contracted tO the
parents. Mr. and
4
Mrs. C. R.
Jefferson County Berry Growers........a_
.
top„
latciach, West Main street.
aa
AssckiiitieLL.2and marketing plans
A snaring vision given birth.
Wayrnon Foster, of Caruthersmade.
ville. Mo., is visiting friends in I know well own this bauble
Forty-tour Knox 'county coopera_
Murray.
tors are studying soil-atertility, predeary,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bradley,
vention of washing _ and ereeien,
A fragile fancy 'though it be,
of Madisonville, are visiting rela- Before the year's passed by. my -disease control, and better plant
10c
tives here this wee
_k end. varieties for home gardens.
• awatetie.
refrlegrafors,
sman. AITenT &Ian:
upert
A sky-drea4 just-for, you apd
sixes priced right. Maurice Cram,
ty, had sericea leipedeza 5 inches
me.
basement Ford Garage.
-William Sheppatd Sparks high the first year, 8 inches the
C. A. Redden, of East Murrey,
second. and 12 inches the third.
was taken to the Mason Hospital as
In Russell coupty, 32,000 pounds
Fruit growers in Boone county
a result of an auto accident.
are planning to improve the qual- of lespedeza seed has been sown,
Manley Smith of Route 3, Hazel, ity of apples and other fruit pro- and many acres will be plowed
was taken to the Mason Hospital duced.
under as a soil improvement crop.
Converted Jews are busy upon
Wednesday morning, having been
$1.17
A fish in the hand is worth a
Med. or Hvy., 2 gal. can
injured by an auto on the Hazel dozen in the angler's story.
the fig tree -Quoted by Ironsiae.
.08
Tax
highway. : Mr. Smith suffered a
badly bruised ankle as he stepped
$1.25
Total
in the path,of a passing auto.
Mittman , Newport, of Puryear.
Tenn., has his tonsils removed at
the Clinic-HospitaI Thursday,

=s

0"

Lynn Grove High

WHITE WAY
MARKET
SATURDAY
SPECIALS

^

-a-fia.

,
1•111.

FAIN & BELL

i

Day Dreams

Training School
May Day Friday

F
SOAP-O-K"P.& G.

25

7

2

PINEAPPLE
PINK SALMON
NAVY BEAN

25c
23`

2

EMENINIMI.11111/0-

7

Square Type FRUIT JARS69c•
Pints, dozen
79c
Quarts, dozen

LUX SOAP,4 bars . . . . 25c
PICKLES,Sours, Dills, qt. 15c
25c
Sweets, quart

Embassy MUSTARD
Quart jar

JELLO or TWINKLE,
.A.1.1 flavors,Rkik -

,

C. Club TOMATO JUICE
lOc
Giant 20-oz. can
C. Club SALAD DRESSING,
10c
8-ounce jar
17c
16-ounce jar
PEN-JEL, makes Jelly Jell,
29c
2 packages

Healthy Growth Comes
With Pure Milk!

Even the dairyman's children can
have no better milk than yours if you subscribe daily to this better service. Left
on your doorstep in sanitary &iitles with
its original full richness-and with a top
Avi-creain on every order. Pure milk is the
cheapest insurance you can buy on safeguarding-the health of your whole family.
For
- .your safety always.ask for SUN,
BURST-it's Pasteurized.

Murray Milk Products Co.
CALL 191

If you have vhdtors of Whom
your are not ashained, please
report them fOr this column.
Miss Mary Howard, of Baltanore,
Maryland, is here for a brief visit
with her sister. Mrs. Ted Sanford,
and Mr. Sanford, Miss Howard has
been trust officer of one of the
largest Baltimore banks for several
years. She is-spending her vacation with her parents, Dr. and Mrs.
C. E. Howard, Benton.
Mrs. Harold 'Schroeder, of Washington, D. C. arrived this week for
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. B. F.
Schroeder aruiable and Mrs. J.
K. Farmer. .
Golen Hayes, son of Mt. and
'Mrs. W. C. Hays, who has -beenteaching at Morganfield, has arrived bee for the summer.
MISS LILLIAN wArrERs WILL -PRESENT MUSIC PUPILS
•
,
Miss Lillian Watters will present her Music pupils in a recital Thursday evening, May 31, at
7:30 o'clock, at the First Christian
church. Everybody invited, No
admission.'

It may sound like "yum" of it may just be a series of contented '
gurgles of delight! Whatever your particular mode of expressing pleasure, this tastier cream is sure to bring it forth. 'today
-give yourself a real treat.

•00

44 4

4-4444 4.44•44•44

19c
22c

Penn-Rad MOTOR OIL-

4 POUND'S
29c
-LARD
i :HOLE 15c
HALF t
BACON
CURED
FANCY SUGAR
POUND
'Sc
ASSORTED LUNCH MEATS
3 POUNDS
EATMORE BRAND
Y u m! Yam!
25c
OLEO
POUND
LONGHORN OR DAISY
17c
CHEESE
DOZEN
YELLOW
17'
BANANAS GOLDEN
10 POUNDS
25
:
4 - NEW POTATOES
15
2'UN"
GREEN BEANSICE CREAM
DOZEN
29'
FANCY 360 SIZE LEMONS
DOZEN
176 SIZE
33`
ORANGES
CALIFORNIA
Paducah, Ky.
Tenth and Monroe

-

"

LUX FLAKES2 small pkgs.
Large pkg.

5c

„
.4.444 I

-44444+

-

,11

-
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•"-.4

•
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"
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yeimare •T low
womitow.
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farmers aitt
schools
manyTheir
and
refr
n
ig
t
erathe
of
t
nu:- names wereenItitr
l et
ly too
with etre; range APar
like the embattled farmers won
gather with an.
,v reasonable
street near College.
the b,attle of Lexington" in the
I
See J. G. Glasgow
of accuracy,
Itc
Revolutionary War.
ATTEND-THE
h°Pe
—Alla
s
-- - --- --htias-Jashet- Helium-pianist- Me
-- - ------ - - - -------- - —
Dutin--Thitere made a Ws .•• The 4Guee ..!/es mw•enecril-"
°
one of the 'outstanding recitals. pf FOR SALE-Mules 3 to, 7 years
(Continued from Front Page)
sonal sacrifice for the sake of the o'clock.
-Representative Waylon
the year at Murray State College old; mares 3 to 7 years old_ Lockes
children" during the depr
.
ondnesday evening. Miss Holton, 'hart and Rhodes. Old Concord
county. was
CallowaY,si
Rayburn.Rabuiri of
tion. enacted *during the regular Period.
-The , State Aust now
a graduate student and holding an Road.
d to get the floor after
Chine lo the rescue. ... The lath- the
104 'session.
advanced music degree. one of two
•
introduced
and
call
roll
the
Reorganiz
Board
es at First given by the
LOST-bunch of keys on Nader.
, De. Donovan-Teachers are will- era and mothers of the children C-alloway county delegation. The
college, was compliFinder return to Ledger di Times
Meeting With New Memt straw" or sup•Alleff-Alle-boar their part at the tax are behind tiv -'
merited highly by the college faculru- ' f .
welcomed
hearty
with
a
house
it
office and receive reward.
REGULARLY!
bers; Name Depository
ltc
-...
.-.. burden by. paying a sales tax port vf the scie:e. 3.
ty, members of the music departhand-clasp. . Following introducNsikNiery citizen of the Common
ment'and
muSic
lovers
Murray.
of
!
FOR
delegations
SALE-extra nice Mammoth
the
Clone of other
By Staff Representative
wealth should have an opportunity
Miss Marjorie Davis, of Puryear, Yellow home-grown Soy
LAST SHOWING TODAY:house adjourned- for an open hear- PRES. CARR PRAISES
beans;
_ to bear • his part of taxation . - .
hylds
also
a
similar
LOYALT
degree
Y
OF'
FACULT
Y
also few early Haberlanda. N. G.
Murray and Calloway county ,ing in the chamber by the cum"FINISHING SCHOOL"
We are glad to stand up- and be were
The program follows:
Wall, Hazel, Route 3.
represented in full force at mete* on Revenue and Texation.
tic
counted when the welfare of the the pro sales tax demonstration in
With Frances Dee, Ginger Rogers, Bruce Cabot
All regular members of the facRichissond Speaks First
Sonata, op 27, Andante con VaHAVE FOR SALE, jest tbis..week,
'Children is at heart . . . There Frankfort
urray State College were
Hoes- James H. Riciunae4. super- ulty
_Beethoven. .
nice- 51-fOom home, and 5 large
-e9M1300-ctitletren--=---.oye4-bY -The board of leintendent
instruction
public
of
'
train' . carried more
I the right of franchise and 'A special
ts et a meeting in Presaderii. Intermezzo, op. 70 No. 4. Brahms; building lots in Murray, all for
kresidentel
and.
yurray
of
State
ect
Intermezzo, op 119, No. 3, Brahms, $1200. See me this week.
400 representatigea_ltantrlhe
One
College, was the first and princtpaf Care's office here Tuesday, May
*re bere\l'tecIPIT.WiTigirt'lltele. ti-am
. .,We have as Much elite to coliege, headed by President John speaker for the,- interim confrnit- IS, according to an announcement Liebestod ("rristan mid Isolde), 5-room home in Murray, close As Powerfully' Dramatic . • ..
W.
r,
Wagnerand
heralded
Liszt,
the
bY
snapin, on good streets-cost $1600. As Tender and-True .
tome here. and teak for abe_ chli.
tee's report, favoring Una_ sales released today. Since the legislaArabesque No. 2, Debussy; The Can be bought now for $750.
ti . . . as'a group of merchants's,py Blue and Gold band. Practical- tax.
ture has not made appropriations
See As the Unforgettable
_.4'.•
all
members
Music
of
the
Box,
college facLiadow; Malaguena, me quick, if interested. W.
7has VI come here and Speak iii
H. "SMILINf THROUGH"
Mr.-Riehinond declared that the for the colleges, na salaries were Lecuona.
ulty,,„were on the train and Wtrrray
Finney.
-"their behalf."
set.
enactment
'income
the
bill,
tax
of
high school faculty Was 1110 Per
Concerto in f minor. Maestoso,
- -Dr, Oherry--" .
Theis ate cent strime,,, probably
PaSsed bY -the hotise laig Week, reThe meeting was the first official Chopin.
—Also— -.
the only
thousands of children
who wept faculty in Kentucky present
moved the greatest objection to session since the appointiateetLeg _Miss Holton
withwas
assisted
by
the
Final
Chapter of
'to. go to school but have no schools
a single absentee. All county the salek tat and that he bearlike the two new members, B. L. Tre- college orchestra.
-Se attend. : . . If something is
"PERILS
PAULINE"
OF
vathan
substribed
report
the
of
to
Benton
the
of
and
W. a Swann
high schools were represented by
done we will have a school
.atimmittee, calling for a sales tar. of Murray. These two regents and
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill., May 23teachers and patrons'
and
"
in name only
Mr. Richmond said that-- he had Dr. -James H. Richmond were presWe all
iU. S. D. A.)-Hogs, receipts.
The -Blue and Gold band
First Episode
know
there is ,an
educational praised loudly by
been accused of bringing the school ent. T. H. Stokes, Murray, and
9.500; including 1,500 direct; mostly
Kentucki
n
'chrisis, we knew the sehoolhougt
steady
on
every part of the state. for'Ita fine teachers to-- Frankfort. "I have not Bunk Gardner, „Mayfield, were abdesirable
weights;
---'13s on -five and something. must be
•
pigs and -light lights steady to
appearance. Dr. Care -and E._ J. done so," he said. •Thg truth of sent.
-Some
people
belfeve
that
•
—In—
-done to-eheck it or else it will
The board was organized with horses
Beale headed the _Murray delega- the matter is that they have been
at hard .work do not do 10c lower; bulk 170 to -240 lbs.
be consumed. . . . Any man who
begging
come
to
Swann elected as vice-chairfor
three W.
tion in the par.adre.
well if turned on pasture at night", $3.35‘4 3.40; top $3.40; 150 to 160
is net willing to ,pay his part of
man. Mr. Stokes was elected secIn addition.' scores of students months, .
says
E..W. Sheets, of the United lbs. $3.0063.25; 130 to 140 lbs.
taxation to ?kip the American
The itttierintendent said he was retary and appointed to sign checks
and sevezef business men, the latState
Department of Agriculture. $2.60e-2.90; 110 to 120 lbs. sz.isoi
_school is turning
back - upon ter heeded by Mayor Swann,
speaking for-the MAO school chil- with Dr. Carr, The Bank of Mur-ft has hardly more truth than the 2.40; light pigs down to $1.75:
made
the American Flag."
ray
dren
was
Kentucky
of
named
who
could
depository
not
for col- supposition
sows mostly $1504i2.88.
the 'trek to the capital to lend
that
a
good-sized
be there. That Kentucky reuld lege funds.'
Dr. McCormack-"The embat- their support to the program
Cattle, receipts 2.500: caives., rethunderstorm will curdle hew milk.
for
not fail them and that he did not
The regents authorized President
"Work horses will Dull through ceipts kW; Steers slow;,..early bids
beli,eve it would.
Carr to investigate the 'prices of
peirissel-ei- hard farm work in lbwer; mixed yearlings and heifers
Mr. Richmond said President moving picture equipment with
much better condition if they are slow and barely steady; cowstuffs
Roosevelt told . him . of ,
the $450 the view to the --installeflon---of turned out
in' pasturees-afilight- to opening steady; bulls slow, early
average salary of the school teach- such in the college auditorium in
get some succulent food, take a top $3.25; bulk of good and choice
er in Georgia, deploring conditions the near future.
good roll and rest in the cool air, vealars steady to $5.75; with top
which brought such lod) salaries.
Action was taken by -the board
25c higher at $6.00; mixed yearlins
train if kept up in a hot barn."
He was obliged to tell his -presi- to require working students to be
Although pasture-fed• horses will and heifers $5.004.12.00; nominal
dent. he confessed, that Kentucky's graded A,
D, etc., according -;weat more
than those kept off range, slaughter steers $4.254i 9.00;
average, salary was $60 lower then' to the quality' of their work and
grass. Mr. Sheets points out -Mon slaughter heifers $3.5001175.
to be paid accordingly. This step
Georgia's or $390.
a sweating horse will seldom get
The sales tax is fair, it is just, is in. innovation in this institution_
a sunstroke. Grain tilitt ha''should
Mr. Richmond said, and he backed
Credits -were approved for the
be fed in addition 'to the pasture
it officially and personally with all Certification
and graduation
of for horses at hard work
and salt
in
his power as a means ea insure the students, according to the recomshould always be available, because
in
believed
teachers of Kentucky a compensa- mendation qf college officials. The
Dots, Voiles. .Seersucksweating reduces the body's content
regents
tion
at
least
approved
equal
to
the
minimum
the
Organdies
work
,.
already
ers, Linen,,Eyelets
Silks and
of salt
R n C
paid for common, unskilled labor. done on the stadium and continued
Nets
and Laces
With the tendency toward, overThe speacial train left Frank/ort their efforts toward the successful
production-ef grain crops, farm0
at 4 P. M. and arrived in Murray completion of the project.
..
ers, are beau, urged to put more
Tuesday morning.
The re-election of the entire land,
particularly
good land, into
• -Women's Attractive
More than a score of cars carried staff of regular faculty members pastures.
While the gross income
Parties to. FrankTort the niajority marks the eirst time in thee history
per acre may not be -so great as
Suitable for every.
of the college that such action has
of them 'returning -Tuesday.
from cultivated crops, the net Inbeen taken, President Carr anoccasion
come from good pasture freqhtly
in white, blonde, green
nounced. He explainede6hat the
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
is greater:
'loyalty of the .faculty ik: offering
and red
•••
Sunday school at 9:30. W. Z. Oa teach one month without-pay
Carter. superintendent. A ,place and in accepting salary reductions
of approximately 33 1-3 per cent
and a welcome for all;
Regular and -extra size.
Pastor will preset at 11145 A M. during the past two years was apNeither''Iost a ferttine
Choir will sing "Fear Not Ye. 0 preciated by the regents, the stuthat might have been saved
Israel" by Roberts, Mr. Carl Neu- dent body, and the citizens of the
through insurance. They
meyer will sing "C-estaicier add state_
STOCK BREEDERS-I will make simply started life with two
Hear Me",,by•Wooler. -This will be
the season at my barn at Wades; fundamentally
his last Sunday in our choir and
i f f e r #-/n t
boro with Fulton Rex, registered ideas.
we will be glad to have his meshorse, also my Jack, Big Ben,
sage in song.
with
16 ea hands, 8 years tad also the
No preaching service Sunday evAND-One believed in conscienening 'on account of the bacca"Bottoms Vp", .described as a -black jack, Hartman. IS hands
laureate service at the High School romantic toinedy- 'With music, at hiele W. H. Brown.
M29p tious work, in conserving his
auditorium.
the Capitol Theatre Sunday.
Buddy FOR SALE-good oak lumber, energy and time, in spending
Christian
Endeavor
at
6:45 DeSylvie.---the producer ,who was "cut
to order"...,- See us for a little less than he earned,
o'clock Sunday evening.
_alsta responsittje fez "qunny side
_pzieeseOrders filled promptly. in investing carefully and in
Our church will be responsible Up", 'is -credited' with another hit
HerbertMundin,SidSilvers
J.
g.
Scott
& Sods, Murray, Ky., protecting his property infor the worship service at Camp Like his earlier success.
HarryGreen,TItelmoTodd
"Bottom*
Route
I
vestments
with'
sound insur-if
M urray next _staida.y. t„,,hiiig -at- Up' la- reported -to be a de1ightfa8.30 --o,aoee
ance.
you are invited to romance with songs
woven logical- FOR TRADE--seven tube battery
This is Nationil
week, and
attend and help in that service.
ly into the story.
set cabinet radio. In excellent
weave jest received a shipment of the
Prayer meeting at 7:30 o'clock tt "Pat"
newest designs and osiers in both collar atThe 'other one didn't.
Anderson. lovely. English condition and want an electric
tached and collar to match. atiST WATCH
Wednesday night.
He had a hot temper and a cold nerve!
comedienne, makes her Arr:ierican set in good condition. See HousOUR SHOW WINDOWS!
•"ALL .. ALWAYS WELCOME', -film debut
in this picture. The eton Dinning. New Concory. Ky. ta
He was
`
E. B. Motley. Paseer---other membeis of
Any ARROW SHIRT is guaranteed NO'!
the cast are HELM'S NATIONALLY
TO SHRINK, and alrare fast colors. If you
FAMOUS
spencer Tracy. John Boles, Hsiwill buy just mar ARROWtshirt and don't
CHICKS-Summer prices, 88-30
In a Grayson county communitee bert Mundin.
Sid
ilvers, Harry
think it is the best shirt you have EVER
'
up postpaid
300..beef cattle were vaccinated to Green, Thelma
Bloadtested Stained.
worn. we won't worry you any further
Todil Robert ErnInsurance and
check an outbreak of blackleg.'
about ARROW SHIRTS.
mett O'Connor, Do Henderson, Antigen test Champion Leghonui
BONDING
all five bird contest& .P_adeesie
"TS-dianhe icaarZirDtmcgtm Kentucky.
M24p First Ffloor Gatlin Building
•
Wood.
- $
1
:35 t"
2
.5°
The four song numbers which FOR SALE-.Geed paying business.
PHONE 331 ,
t
Remember that ARROW also
give promise of being hits are , Will sacrifice for cash.
Party
WITH
makes TIES and UNDERWEAR,
letWailing at the Gaite for Katy," leaving city.
cile make a difference
Reply Box
483.4914l
ancl we are EXCLUSIVE dealers in
Pie' Moon,". lattle Did I • Murray, Ky.
who writes your insuranee"
Dream' and -I'm throwin'
_
My Love
'
Murray.
t Nø. 4 • --Aivap•z----T-hie-amie-eseil-ierieven
Of course when you get on that NEW
song writers responsible for these
ARROW shirt you will want a smart SlimI am producing and bottling numbers are Harold Adamson, Butmer suit in a TROPICAL, LINEN. or IMGrade
"A" Milk from Purebred ton Lane. Richard A. Whiting and
PORTED WASH 1-.1BRIC.‘ Just ask to see
Jerseys. You are invited to in- Gus Kahn,
these Wash snit,- seeing-Mum is believing.
They are fromspect mci• herd and equipment.
D5vid Butler directed from his
own story and screen play which
TRY JERSEY MILK AND ivIrre he wrote in toliaboratio
w
n with
atalt"'
00
THE DIFFERENCE
and are 3-piece suits.
B. G. DeSylvia and Sid Silvers.
A Nti
. gscr
••
04
4%
• 0 sOID‘
._ viOn
If you appreciate neat and well made
Would appreciate your patronage.
Or'
DAIRY
AND PRODUCE
wash trousers. ask to see our line. There
. IS IA
a go01/1 ote VP'
NEW
YORK, May
...AO"
23-Live
really is a difference and if you -Will let
poultry steady to firm. Broilers,
us show you, we wilt convince you that the
OIS
.8V•
• Vi°"0
lkoii
Liberty line of Wash and Dress trousers are
freight 17q 19c; express 155,24c;
the eery BEST in Murray.
fowls, express 111
/
2 16c: other
i freight and express unchanged.
We have a nice selection of GRADUitr"
TION-eittPitvcr; mu fear. -IiiiiT- Come
and let us help you make a se.ection.
Can give you something nice from-

25 000 PLEAD FORGROSS SALE TAX

• Juliet .Holton,
IEGENTS KEEP'1Miss
Gives Senior Recital
TEACHERS.
ON AT COLLEGE

.

ta,

KEEP COOL THIS SUMMER

PITOL

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Livestock

Night Pasture for
Horses Is Urged

-system

Richard Talmadge

"Pirate Treasure"

SUNDAY ONLY

DAVIS DRESS SHOPPE
has a Special Showing of
CLASSY JEAN DRESSES

—"Wash Frocks

vogi161

Evening Dresses-

One of these men

.r.‘‘)Go%

INS

004

HATS

Summer -Footwear

SLIPS.

HOSE

Real Story!
Grand Comedy!
Swell
Music!

CIASSUIlFE
NYVIE111111SINC

69c

Graduation Week

A little.i.country girl
in love with a movie
star—and three merry
rascals .on, the job!

$

"Bottoms Up" Is
Romantic Comedy

National "Arrow
Week

0.
1

"ARROW"

SPENCER'TRACY
"PAT" PATERSON
JOHN BOLES

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

always in a jam! _ _

FRAZEE, BERRY.&
MELUGIN, Inc.
Gimoal

"HE COULDN'T
-TAKE

MILLER .DAIRY
GRA DK A
i

RAY WALKER.. VIRGINIA CHERRILL
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

MURRAY
HIGH GRADUATES

$8.95 to $9.95

R. M MILLER
Phonc 2804

--

‘0°

001" / • • • oul
•Le 'I

51 OF YOU!

000
o::
i*

NOTHING CAN TAKE THEIR PLACE

25c' .to $1.00

We extend our sincere greetings and congratulations and best
wishes for the future.

The flowers or the children . . . Both are lovely
.„-possessions, but we refer
to the children.

OUR SPORT SHOES FROM-

$3.50 to $6.00

Safeguard their health &
being with the best of
.
foods.

and they are HONEYS!
•

We have just recellred a snappy shipment of BATHING SUITS
Young Ladies and Young. Meii:--"'"

Dad, mother, family
and friends ... we have
many it'ents for gifts for
both the boy and girl
graduate.

When' selecting -bread,
don't just "get a loaf of
bread." There's a difference due to the ingredients and baking process.

For Sport Dells. Spert Sox. 1;ndereear
In l'nionsalts and the Two-Piece: Pajamas.
Wash and Silk Ties---ne have them to show
run

THE FAIAOU.S

FOR HER —_Perfumes, Quiches, Cosmetics, CompactsStationery.

AUNT-BETTY'S is either in food . . . plentf—abutter ... milk ... the best of wheats.

FOR HIM Fountain Pens, Pencil Sets,
Shaving Sets, Lotions.

—AUNT BETTY'S BREAD—

"The

-

Dale, Stubblefield & Co.

PARKER BROS. BAKERY

"If It'sblew', We Have It"

A FOX
Picture
with

Foundation of a Good Meal"-

L.EN TWELVETREES
.
ALI;_E FAYE

5.
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SECTION TWO '
Pages 1 to 4

ER & TIM

MRS. CHAMBERS
RITES SUNDAY

George 0. Gatlin's "Some Must Wander",
Lyric Poems, Wins Magnificent Praise

TT'S 76.000 TO ONE
YOU'LL MAKE AN ERROR

BOSTON, MASS.—The perfect
alibi has-at last -been found. A
statistician'has
out the
-Pmewskatiat Mateent-Dted -Sartarday
-number Of--chin-dee. for 'Mistakes
at Her Home Five Miles West
in one column of print. The
of Murray; Age .70.
number is 70,000 to I.

VI an prdinary newunosir Col-.

- Panind— seroteet—Tee

George 0. Gatlin, native Cello- the moods Ent rhyme schemes of
way counties and prominently ,rer. Poe...and SOITIgglilag, of the_ spirit
lated here, being a brother to Mrs. of Byron. If there is such a thing
'Warren S. Swum and a cousin to as a Burns-Byron school of poetry.
the Ourys of Murray. has won he berongt. In "Some Must Wanries -praise from critics and read- der" the themes and treatment sugers throughout the nation with his gest those of Kipling and Service.
"Some Must Wander", a richly His verse is not adomej„ with_feney
beautiful collection of --his own hemstitching-- and-31-0-mbeir—
g lace—
in which nue may get- lost—but- it
lyric poems.
The bock is from the Metropoli- has a rare musical quality that
tan Press Portland, Oregon. and a makes his book stand out among
volumes of verse
limited number' of relatives and contempora
close friends here of the author like "a greiale in the sea",
His poems reflect the pattern of
have received copies of the specially limited first edition of _seamen- his life, his restlessness, his underlively numbered and autogiapbed standing, and the wide range of
experience
crowded
copiea.
into
his
years. He ' has been everywhere
Among the reviews will be found
worth
going
and has seen everyone of the best by John. M. Meloan,
Murray journalist, and now super- thing worth seeing. He is a born
intendent of public printing of writer.
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Mrs. Jennie Emerson
MORGAN SAYS: JOHN T. WELLS, 70, Is Buried Saturday L. L. SIMMONS,60,
CALLED BY DEATH
BURIAL MONDAY

Funeral services for Mrs. Jennie Weshater Emerson:- 70. -former
Was Prominent Merchant in Mur- resident of the Farmington -section Leaves Widow and Five Children;
and widow of Robert F. Emerson,
ray and County For Entire
A. Simmons, Providence, Is
were-held- at 2:30 Saturday afterLife.
a Brother.
"I would like to see Aurora Dam
noon at the Byrn funeral home,.
indong the very earliest projects
ayfield. Ky., with Rev. f711.
John T. Wells. 70 Peen
ef
ate.
Funeral services for L L Simconstructed in the Tennessee Vals'
died -et his. home on Tenth and, Jones in charge. Interment was mons, 80 years of age, were held
in Highland Park, Mrs. Emerson Monday
at 1 o'clock at Providence.
Olive streets last Friday morning
died at the Mason Memorial Hos- Burial
was at Providence. Mr.
"There's is market for power in at 8:30 A. M. following a stroke of pital
last Friday morning after .an Simmons died
Sunday at the Mason
this section,"
apoplexy on Monday. Mr. Wells illness of pneumonia.
Hospital. -He had been in ill4lie
is survived by three chil- health for several
years.
"The Aurora project is the last had been retired from. businesi
dren, Earl P. Washam, of Murray;
Mr. Simmons was a prothient
of the water_p_o_wers on the Lower since 1918 but remained physically
Victor V. Washam. of Hollywood, resident
active
until
his
fatal
illness.
He
of near Providence and
Tennessee and construction of a
Calif., and Mrs. Margie Holcomb. was a
brother of A. Simmons,
dam would make the Tennessee was the last methber of a family
of Murray, and several grancichil-. prominent
four.
of
Providence merchant.
fully navigable for a long disFuneral services were conducted dren.
He leaves i . widow and five chiltance"
_
Saturday morning at 10 o'clock
-dren and- numerous other relatives
and friends.
"Remember, please, that build- from the home with the Rev. J. H.
trig of a dam doesn't take all the Thurman in charge of the services.
Burial was in the Murray cemetery.
Members
of
population."
the
Campbell
Mr. Wells is survived by his
County Fruit and Vegetaple GrowLowry Parker and
widow
White
Mrs.
Monico
Wells
two
and
ers
Association attended a horti-The TVA is for building the
daughters. Mrs. D. H. Siress, and bought the Chevrolet Lunchroom cultural school, and studied
community; industry
spray
to support
Friday from the former owners,
Miss
Lucille
Wells.'
Miss
LaNelle
hedules for apples and red reseindustry and cheap power for
Freeman
Wilford
and
Curtis
Siress
Overis
Only
the
grandchild.
ts.,r
work."
He was a prominent merchant bey. The Itmeirraorn will be Operaboth
Mr.
by
ted
and
Murray
Mrs.
White- --.--Storgarrejerd-"illArchilit
and Galloway ootanty
"The greatest- thing America of
s
disand Mr. and Mrs. Parker. . They.
needs is art incerase of trust- from his yoUth until his rilirerrient
tributed: eine in- rash pritee,to
are
residents
of
the county (tom- winners in a
worthiness, public spirit and stand in 1918. He operated a general
Union
county 4-13
store at Shiloh and was later post- ing to Murray from Hazel and near club fat calf
for the general good."
show.
master and operator of general Cherry.
"Patronage has been left out of stores at Dexter. After coming to
the TVA, the bast man for the job Murray. he was in the men's cloth- It,. Zupko Commands
ing business for many years.
gets the place."
Murray C. C. C. Troop
+Excerpts from address of Dr.
Arthur- E.' Morgan, TVA chairman,
in Murray).

Mrs.
- MI umn there are 10,000 letters;
May Chlunbers, 70-- years of age.
there are seven wrong positions
were held Sunday morning at 11
that a letter may be put in;
o'clock from the Sinking Spring's
there are 70.000 chances to make
church. The Rev, J. J. Gough wet
sh error, and millions of chances
in charge of the services and burial
for traaspositions.
was in the church cemetery.
In the short sentence, "To be
Mrs. Chambers.died Saturday at,
or not to be," by transpositions
her home five miles west of Muralone it is possible to make
ray following an eight weeks ill2,758.009 errors.
ness of heart trouble. She was a
member of the 'Sinking Springs
Baptist chinch and leaves-a It of
Mende throughout her community
who join the relatives in mourning
her aeatit
Surviving are two sons, J. 0.
Jeffrey Bailey, Negro, way caught Kentucky.
_Chambers. Murray, Via A. ChamJOHN MI MELOAN,-Journalist
bers. Detroit, five daughters. Miss in the home of Glen Rodgers. I
Mr. Gatlin; who is at present an THE AUTHOR
Audie Chambers. county, Mrs. V. mile North of Murray College. last executive with
Georq Gatlin was born in Murthe extension -serPhillips, Macon. Tenn., Mrs. A. P.
Saturday morning at 2:30.
Mr. vice of state of Oregon, has achiev- ray, KVntucky. Before he was
Phillips, Oakland, Tenn., Mrs. B.
ed a wide and enviable reputation fourteen two things had fascinated
on the
G. Milker, county and Mr*. H. H. Rodgers flashed a
him, a .moving train and a Gypsy
as economist and author.
Haynes, Detroit. She also leaves Negro and cecognited his .,after
caravan. At fourteen he
-ed
fascinating
unusual
and
This
is
a sister. Mrs. Leo Miller, and two hearing him gain entrance. Sheriff
a preparatory school in Tennessee,
packed
with
color
interand
book
brothers. l„. C. Jones, Murray and Carl Kingins arrested Bailey later
but
left on
-freight' train one
Oliver Jones. of Lynnville; and in the morning at the home of est It has a gripping appeal to morning for parts unknown:
Vari12 grandchildren and one great Ernest Bailey. 1 mile North of those who have experienced the ous adventures in education
folgrandchild
the Rodgers home. Jeffrey was thrill of adventure and the urge lowed until he was twenty, at
Pallbearers were: Avery Miller, placed in jail under $15,000 bond. of the wanderlust. Those who which time he reedited
the' L.B.
- whether as
Bente Miller. Carmen Miller, CarJeffrey Bailey is under bond on know George -Gatlin.
degree at Cen?hgelartd—University.
economist,
author
wanderer,
or
roll Lassiter'. John Jones, and-Car
, a charge of false -swearing as the will find-an intimate arid personal
The-Practice of laer
-46
1Nicrt
.atter Robertson.
result of his testimony on- the
"Mere is not an overproduction
tract him but a Texas homestead
charge of storehouse-breaking for touch in this book and will recogdid. Later, from the midst of a of power in this country, but rathnize
names
and
places
which
will
A Farm Bureau has been or- which he is also under bond.'
Mexican revolution he returned to er an underconstunption."
ganized in Todd count,' with a Bailey is charged with entering 'add joy to its possession.
Kentucky. After several years of
Written
of
Friends
- membership of more than 100 the A. B. Beale & Son store about
"President Roosevelt is anxious
Using his lyrical verse and in- farming he moved to Washington,
farmers.
17 months ago and stealing guns
through the TVA to build up litimitable prose in a charming com- D. C., his heaquarters during ten
tle industries, thereby building a
bination, George Gatlin has writ- years of travel as, an -agricultural
prosperity of our own."
ten of his friends, the Gipsies, economist in the United States Devagabonds, tropical tramps, negroesi partment of Agriculture. In 1928
of the Deep South. and "all the he moved to Corvallis. Oregon, befrazzled ends of humanity". Arthur coming connected with Oregon
Sullicant Hoffman. formerly editor State College.
Well! We have had a fine rain
of Adventure. McClures. and the
During ,his ,school days Gatlin - and most everybody in this comDelineator says: "Here is no mere was 'a contributor to The Fra and munity is through- setting tobacco
tenuous flicker of fancy adorned The -Philistine, then edited by El- and a lot have finished planting
mto imposing array of rhyme and bert Hubbard. and to such maga- corn.
meter, but a song—that...sings itself zines
as
Branns
Iconociast,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Adams, of
out of a broad sweep of vision, a Thought, Progress, and New Age. Murray,
were guests of Mr. and
knowledge gained at first hand. a After graduation he tried newSMrs. Jim Adams, Sunday.
very human understanding, and a paper writing, including experMiss Estelle Hayes spent Sundefinitely acute feel of the heart ience as a war correspondent in
day in Cunningham. Ky.. visiting
of things."
Mexico. He was associated with
Some Must wander is attractively three farm journals, as columnist her uncle, Justice Ellis, and Mrs.
'
bound in red cloth and enclosed he contributing editor and associate
Mr. ahn Mrs. John Wells, Mr.
an illustrated jacket. It is print- editor.' Government agencies have
ed on,80
,
1b. Monastery Text paper, distributed 100.000 copies of his of- and Mrs. Edgar -Wells and son,
using distinctive Metro type to ficial bulletins and- mimeographs. C,arnell, and Lonnie Preston Bran*toys the .
don spent Sunday neer Dukedom.
harmonize with the theme and
Mr. Gatlin' is a versatile writes'.
Tenn., visiting Mrs. John Wells'
treatment. The book is 5 1-2x8 in Although
... painter
he has written more
brother, I B. Lassiter, and famsize, and contains about 150 pages. prolifically
for agricultural. scienily.
The frontispiece is a photograph Uric'
and trade journals, he has
of the author. There are six full
The prayer' meeting at this place
-found-time to write colorful 'verse
has been changed frocif-Wednesday
page black and white drawings by short
stories-and- travel articles for
night to Sunday night on account
W. F. hiclIvrraith, the well-known
many magazines. Moving trains
of it being such a busy time
artist. -The introduction is by Arand ' Gypsy caravans continue to
thur Sullivant Hoffman.
Mrs. Short of Dexter is visitingPrice. fascinate him, and to v Serve
as her daughter,
Painters know_paint
$1.50.
Mrs. A. L. Wells,
themes when he feels the 'writing
Or a few days.
that's their buainein and
GEORGE GATLIN
urge.
Born in an atmosphere of wealth,
• We want to celebrate our Sunthat is the reason why many
A: P.
• day School at this
culture and social position,'George
place next Sunbeet painters recomOf an earlier_hook_the_BroOktylirday - (fourth Sunday)
Gatlin is equally at -home In- a
as it will
mend Ilannalo Green Sea.
Eagle
says:
.
have been organized two years
royal palace or a Gypsy tent. He
This paint is made from
is well acquainted with knights of
Mr. Gatlin's .verse breathe the ago by Mrs. J. It Smothermankof
carefully selected materials
the road and all, the frazzled ends spirit of the old tramp printer, whom we all feel grateful. There
materials that will stand
of humanity. Nothing pleases him and while his warylerings were will be a singing after Sunday
up in the weather and give _
Winn' than to. Sir-bit-the camp-Pres not all in this land
‘
ot the free and schooL_ We want to elect new
years of dependable service
of the Gipsies, speaking their lan- brave, somehow we feel, that we chic-hers and—one-Oki-fo-e-"tiiii5th-Ff
. . And Hanna's Green
guage, or to mix with rural 'folk see him crossing from the Arizona year for practically all officials
Seel is easy to apply there.
at the country Store. I have never desert into Mexico, glad that the that were elected when the school
met a man with a deeper insight peon is ready to divide with him was-- Organized are still holding
IbEsavisag labor coots.
into human nature and all its ram- his scant, repast, and if you smile offices and have been !althea to at--11 you want. honest palest'
half of what he's got la yours . . tend, but think it is-time for some
ifications.
•-•
paid that win give
one else to take_glek ascot if the
George Gatlin is -4 true
man is ?II:saki:* he probably' setsts01 sees fit to make a change.
muuseent of- the
emotion
Mr. and Mrs. Uoyd Wilkerson
appeal of Robert Burns, labors under a delsision
Paean Seal.

Jeffrey Bailey
• Caught in Home

Gunter's Flat

Parker, White Buy
Chevrolet Lunch

and Galin Wilkerson and, num
of others that I do not have their
names attended the big singing at
Concord Sunday.
The Sunday school at this place
will give an ice cream supper Saturday night June 2. for the benefit of the Sunday school in purchasing an organ. The supper will
be held at the school house.—
"Rose Bud"

.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT
On* Of the Comptroller of the
Currency
Washington, D. C.
Feb. 22, I9 aa

Get Vorsr C•py
_Tide

book will Om youssaiins fasoms.
issfornsa
r att
iatim
abose
poo
pres
ai
r mint

eirsZy for ?on.

Notice is hereby given to all persons who may have claims against
"The First National Bank of
Murray." Kentucky, that the same
must be presented to E.P.
Racreiver,.Ith the legal
proof thereof within three months
from this date or they may be
dtglataweel.
F. G. AWALT,
Actlbg Comptroller of the
Currency.
Mae 24

Murray Lumber Co.
Murray, Kentucky

For Sale or Trade

TRAVEL BY BUS!

THE-- SUCCESS OF OUR
GRADUATES
SPEAKS FOR THE EFFICIENCY
OF OUR

BUSINESS TRAINING
SUMMER SCHOOL OPENS JUNE 4,
1934

Convenient Schedule
500 aces of land near the site of the
proposed Aurora Dam at the give away
price of $10 per acre.

BUSSES 'LEAVE MURRAY TO—
_.
Pawnee's:11 AL IL, 11 A. M.; 5 P.
M.

TrirA. It, 2 P. M.
Dawson Springs: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.
Mayfield: 8 A. M., 11 A. M.; 5 P. M.
Paris: 1:45,4. M.; 2 P. M.

Your name and address on this ad will
bring you complete details
Name-

DUTCH'S SHOE
-SHOP
FOR

First'Lieutenant -Zupko who has
been adjutant of the Murray C. C.
C. camp since it carne here has
been appointed commander to succeed Lt. Is. g.) Wm. E Smith. U.
S. N, who was transferred to the
Philadelphia Naval District
1st Lieut. Shipley, -400th Infantry
Reserve, of Louisville. Ky., arrived
here Friday to take over, the adjutant's duties.

ALL KINDS SHOE
REPAIRS
The best of leathers expertly handled, giving you the
best in s-hoe work:"
Ladies Heel Taps

tr!
.'

DON'T TAKE
TIRE WORRIES
ALONG ON YOUR
TRIP Drop them off here
before you start out
this-week-end or
next Wednesday
It's a lot safer, more pleasant and
cheaper in the end to start out on
new tires—particularly since prices
are still so low.
... And because Good-

"G 3"

NEW
•
GOODYEAR
All-WEATHER

year makes the
_ y mil_ most tires—b
lions—and so offers the biggest money's worth at every'price—it's a lot
wiser to choose new Goodyears ..
Come and see why more people._bu
Goodyears than any other tire—just
name your price and look at the
Goodyear it buys!

The greatest
Goodyear tire of
all time — 43%
more non - skid
mileage—tougher
rubber and more

of

ALLJBUSSES CROSS COLLEGt.
CAMPUS

,tiv•

that outgrips and ;
outlasts them all.
See it!
And the best
news of all: This
matielotta-new
G natty ear 'C-31 with Its many advantages over any
other tire on the
market costs you
nothing extra.

"WASHiNG
ALEMITING

Prices subject to
change without
notice and to•ny
State sates tax

Daasmisi.4.
GOODYEAR
SPEEDWAY

REPAIR
WORK
on all makes of
cars
Competent,
experienced
and careful
mechanics

Latest

GOODYEAR
PATHFINDER
Superior to high-

A good lose-priced
tire — value only
Goodyear can
offer.
.

att-pricell tires of
many other
makes.

_

$4.95

$

4.40-21
30x31,2
4.50-2%
KW,
$6.20
4.50-21
4.75-19
$5.40
45.70

4. ,t1
S
70

4.50-21

Other sizes in
proportion.

4.75-11

$6.50

$6.90

5.00-19

5.25-18

$7.40

$1.31

Other sizes in
proportion.

Service your
car
here!

•

10c

OPPOSITE LEDGER &
TIMES

41

L,

• N"."

nn

a year In .Callnuay,
1r '''''''' Marshall, Graves. Henry -and Stewart tionanen
a year elsewheets lit 1
State of Kentucky. .
•
year to any addls.
other than above.

$1.50
. $2.00

\"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, May 24, 1934

New Series No. 235

!. Cabot

II

••••••

.Connections to St. Louis, Chicago,
Detroit, and Everywhere.

See or Write
W•

H. FINNEY,
Murray, Ky.

Terminal at

swim

and MAIN

C. RAY LINES
Murray, Ky.

Phone

bier's Business College Be
ale Motor Co., Inc.
Claude C. Toler, LL. B., Pres.
Paris, Tenn.

458

Phone 170

Murray, Ky.
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PAGE TWO

THE LEDGER

THE LEDGER & TIMES
of

alea T. Loma

F.ditor august: deliberativ
e body in the
llailered at the
world, lately besmirched with such
stee. Murray. KY., as second chum mail matter.
charlatans as Huey Long, and say
to the world with a heart filled
with pride that there we are represented by a man, and a statesvirflONAL EWIUSIAL man.
AtwuTION
Then Kentucky may feel that
has a Senator who is not too busy
looking alter the affairs of state to
remember his people at home, nor
sr.
r OhLAIFIZED
too occupied in looking after his
Italea-;•••
,
--111—E-Lvat. Coemeesism
- a
wept Hoary -and norkraituatuy hack IIIold. Kgesucea
11 00 a year; ii."entuokys $1.50; elsewhere,
$2.110.
to overlook the interests of his
—
,,,rd
informatios about
Calloway county
market
luruLsil. I L.;
...f.
country.
Kentucky _neisda StanIaL__in 'the

She uniurlie neth6ap lame
for breateanst In a knew.—
-thea least soma deem hlk40•01,- Louisville Times.
site and make the rounds with it.
••• • •
C/a _ them occasitrea -elet
I hate to keep on complaining
locale up her abnormally teem about the complaisancy with which
tongue and apparently took a most of my newspaper confreres
seddistic delight in riddling a repu- have treated the Aurora Dam proptation of a man or young girl She osition Every mother's son of 'em
took a keen delight in risetle in Western Kentucky and Western
stories, and the warmer and More Tennessee should have
bean here
off color they

were, the better she
liked them. We are told some
place not to judge,.but, for our
part we prefer them a trifle leas
religious and more human. We
believe that we have less to
answer for because we enjoy a
good red hot game of poker than
does the individual tebio aprorw.hes the pearly- gated'Vas- her
belt full of scalps of reputations
blasted by her unchristian gondp-

Veber& Thursday ram nag noulltag
seilimay
eseleseeszlak
out the bleeds to start' for''the' it but didn't praetice it
• • .41 •
Some one suggested that the
Ledger & Times made typographical erroii in the day-time and softdis-. ball errors at night.

barge.

No reception

of a

tinguished visitor in Murray is
complete without Elmus' rich

stories and even on those rare oclast week to hear Dr. Morgan, casions when he repeats
one It
Only the Cadiz Iteeord, the Ben- strangely has not lost
its zest
ton Tribune-Democrat, the May-

GO

Overbey, Wilford
Thanks Public

field Messenger, The Paris Pest-

again is)the chosen

Waid's Fair Hotel

Higher School Fees
Advocated

a.

IL ROADS LEAD

Emus Beale, Murray's famed
raconteur, was in rare form on the

Arthur Morgan,
Dreamer Doer

sssas

• der

We wish Is matiousee to our
Some apparently were disapIntelligencer, The Fulton Daily
pointed that Dr. Morgan did nut many friends that we- have sold
Leader were represented by their
tell the audience that the TVA the Chevrolet Lunchroom to Lowry
editors. Shame on you other boys!
woeid start moving dirt on Aurora Parker and IL E. White. The feat
AND
(Confidentially, after this, I hope
Dam Monday morning. I tell you, of es, Mr. mad Mn, Freeman WilI didn't overlook anyone here - or
ford
mad
Mr.
Curtis
and
Mrs.
s
irenklY,_
that he spoke much
HOTEL
out at lite auditorium.)
milli M.- thank
midis
encouragingly than I ever expectSHER/AA/4
tor the gasesene petrenege give
ed him to.
Dr. John W. Carr and Isis -e0IR whit
Jr. • •
sail Ms vamp
ing tongue.
heels at the college fairly aliclevee- -upas--itatttles- that. -Senateorse than ,Stanlse..needs
The faidous Rogue Diamond hais martedes Mown. We wish te
ceeclingia themselves in their great defied all attempts
in the beadmiMg, deluded them- thela7
to cut it which recommend the new owners and
.
work in arranging for the ad- makes it almost
selves into thinking that they-had
as hard as Huey operators to each of you as com1700 ROOMS ,1100 BATHS
dress at the college and the recep- Long's head.
petent and experienced. Mr. and
been Messed.
tion following. And when we say
Doctor Arthur E. Morgan has
Mrs. White and Mr. and Mrs.
•
• • •
nom 250s..sv
"Without vision, the people perthat they did better than they
come to the Lower Tennessee Val- ish."
Joe Richardson says. "It was cold Lowry Parker are all residents of
Without co-operation—not
have done, that's difficult to 'be- enough yesterday
ley and gone and we sincerely lip. co-operation, but co-operatio
Just 4 blocks
to turn the* den- the county and well known to
n
• lieve. But sleet, nevertheless.
any and are experienced In their
trust he was half as pleased with that beads its back untiringly
tate pink above the -stocking roll
end
from
can
(llielmeed /wiser)
You
Grant Park
.us as we were with ,him. It does umalliskly to the 'wheel—ev
Today's idle wonder, what did
into an ugly dirty blue." Can you new bushman.
en
,
61. hill' which would-increese the
*Aid,
Drove
is the
Your
not take a long canversation with when it hits
the
boys
_
The
around
the drug stores
great, distinguishing feature feature a bachelor editor writing
Again we wish to thank tile pubthesinurk and the scale of fees at the state teachers
Dr. Morgan to convince one that naire—the .Tcariewasee
North En.
car nght
lie for their many courtesies.
Valley Au- colleges to a level with that at the talk about before softball came to of Murray State College is not its that?
—
he is the one of the hardest, thority cannot acceimplish
grandeur or elegance but its wholeMr. and Mrs. Freeman Wilford, into Hotel
its great University of Kentucky was intro- Murray?
trance to
straightest and deepest thinkers plan.
hearted cordiality, hospitality, simToday's simile: As noisy as a
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Overbey
duced in the legislature yesterday.
the &fir
Shermon
In the country.
Perhaps you don't care much for plicity and inform:linty. The humb- train loaded with empty milk-cans
___
•___
We believe, cynical as we are A . valued friend of aura, .1. Star— - _
• It was no accident that this dig, about the possibilities of achieving ling Towles, appears as sponsor of the details of printing around your lest Citizen might not get as great having a wreck with). treat- load- It-aabes a- dentist to fill a long:
• ,, s
-tingaished engineer, and educator co-operation among individuals the bill. Mr. Towles is a young newspaper office but the Ledger l a turn-out as Dr. Morgan or ?res- ed with geese.
"
fetL.watit -cd, a certain kind, _
Van elipiegashy President Roosevelt here or elsewhere, that Doctor Kentuckian of exceptional ability. & Times, gets an exceptionally ident Roosevelt but he is always
•• • • •
to direct the greatest, most com- Morgan and his associates will His actions are ordinarily actuated good print from its Goss Comet warmly and sincerely welcomed on Cheapest sport in the world is
web press, one of the best I ever that campus.
prehensive and most far-reaching rind that >essential quality
the guy who will beat his waros,
in by good judgment. which makes
saw. However, the boys on the
economic and social experiment in Western Kentucky
into a soft-ball double-header
and Western his attitude in this instance inexMayfield
the history of this continenL
Messenger give us all the
They just make you feel so dog- where the admission
Tennessee.
plicable.
price is a
competition we are looking for in goned good that you want to quit nickel.
It is said, and truly.so. I think, Anxiously but patiently we await.
is camouflaged as a rev- the quality of print on that
•MP
Here Is bow Thedford's Black• ,ac • • •
type what you are going and start to
.„
that all great men *are dreamers. their decision as to when and how' enue-raising act with the claim
Draught proved helpful to Mr.
press.
-Without vision the people per- they can best put their program to that
The diriesbege between the older
- 3 _It111111/ school out there.
it will raise $350.0130. It will
Archie W. Brainy of Pat Oran;
ish". And without those who say work in this part of the Valley. not raise that sum, but will result
densdlillauanattistose IS the same
Pin.: *•I have taken libtelc-Dritiglit
The Mother's Day stamps limed
Warren Swann, mayor of Mur- difference- between a
"It can be dens" and do it, the And whatever may -be their de- in hundreds of
julep
and
a
when
I have felt dull from overstudents in the by the postoffice are about
the size ray and prime booster for the cocktail.
world ;voted soon atrophy and die. cision, we will abide by it loyally
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yet all the cows are of the same .No. 12-..Exercise: A small amount I. P.- k. at Lexington t
latter grated newspapers at Mayfield.
breed. The above tests were, made of exercise'is good fur the coiw, part of last week and while there
Defendants, South 'of the first above describe
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'Uniontown and at Murray. When
at similar times. during their but an excessive amount, like visited his Mather. Holmes Ellis.
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at
day
1934,
of
May,
•
Fred,
the
This
,son
is
of
the first and great com- Dick up. equal to Brann in
T, W,Crawford
less, and being South of tract SI<
No. 14-Age: Often the richneis
his
producer and results in him sell- be as high as 2 per cent in favor
is a member bf the Engineering 1 o'clock or thereabout (same be- 3, and in the S. W. Qr. of Sec. 11
of the milk is lower with the first mandment and the second is like palmiest days.,
ing
ing 'his product to another com- of the sleek, well-fed cow.
county
court
day),
upon
a
college. William Frank Peterson,
T. 3. R. 3 East being North arm
or second calf than it is, with the unto it, "Thou shalt love thy natghBon,sthowed She editorial around
pany. There are a number of legithe son of Mrs. W. F. Peterson, is credit of six months, the following South eleven and two-third (1
No. 4-The stage of lactation: For succeeding ones. Also, the test bor as thyself." Matt. 22:37-311,"-- to some friends and
one
of
them
described
timate reasons why milk.tests a few
property, being and ly- 23.0) poles, and East and West abou
a member rd- the Law college.
The Epworth League program said:
weeks after freshening. well is slightly lower for aged cows.
"Before you put that in your
vary and we have tistes1 no
Wells the son of' Mrs. B. S. Over,,, ing in Calloway County, Kentucky, fifty-three (53) poles, more o
fed cows in good condition 'will
No. 15-Skrmming off a part of was in' harmony with Mother's paper you had better be
sure
that
than fifteen. any rine of which may usually
bey, is also • member of the _Law towit:
less being particularly describer
give somewhat.richer .milk the cream or adding water to the Day. Mother's Day was staled you are right with god!"
_iteenOnt
_variation .
Tract- _No__ _L. Triter oL eighty. in deed book ,Mt, gage 155.- ---s----thaw -during- the to/Sewtog. rnenth- whole miikvstiways-lowers the -per- ta_110S.-bst. Miss -Anna -Ura4/11-44f
"Why, you don't supPese
test
—lt-;;uld
James 'Bishop, the son of C. A. (80) acres more or less in the
or___twii....Thg__Ial_liercentage then eentage_ot fat, We do not believe Philadelphia. In 1914 Congress set
_Tract,kip„S.L.CQnsisliniL of las
Ko. -1--41Cee4--int-bowThe l3en; usually remnins fairly
lecond Sunday In May make Mr.- Widiewat-inett. -do
theWetf
s op. is in the Engineering colconstant un that many dairymen, water their
(4) acres more or less, and de
"Oh.
no."
said
the
friend,
sey cow gives ntIllt which is rela- til toward the close of
"it
Mother's
Day. A solo by Miss
member of Sigma ter of Section 13. T. 3. R. 3 East txribed ;61-10
the lacta- Milk. With the aid of a simple as
to -wit:- _Mir
won't make him mad; he'll just lege and is
tively_ rich in fet, and the Holstein, tiog period, when it gradually
Epsilon fraternity, Tau Beta Pi, same being .one hundred twenty- (4) acres in the ifoeth East ear.
in- instrument called a lactometer. it Clara Erwin and duet by *gigs shoot you
down
the
first
'1k that is relathrekr low in fat, creases.
time
he
Omicron Delta- Kappa, Lamp and seven and one-half 127 ) poles ner pt .the North East Quarter o
is so easy to tell when this has Erwin and sister about mdtgiler;
o kind of feed or care will cause
reading and discussion by gliss meets you!"
Cross, Scabbard- and Blade: Ten- North and South and about one Sec. 23, 1 R. 3 East. and beim
No. 5-Season of year: The tend- been done. However,.it is a corn-Is
that
so?"
said
Throop.
the Jersey to give milk like that
"In nis Team. Perishing Rifles. Stars% hundred four and two-thirds (104
Ob'etra Erwin, Mr. and Mrs 14yency is for cows of all breeds to mon practice to skim off a part
forty (40) poles East and Wes.
of the Holstein or the reverse.
mood Story were-•-in connection Williams,"thatcas I believe I'll show_ it to and is a cadet colonel.
2-8) poles 'East and West, She and sixteen (16) poles
give -richer milk when the -tem- of the cream for use in the home.
North am
No. 2-Individuality of jaimals
the
with
theme.
The
twenty-seven
leader,
one-half
and
Miss
(27%)
impossible
Leslie
Ellis. the son of Leslie
for the dairyman
South, and being particularly deperature falls and poorer milk as It is
So he carried it around and read
within the breed: There is a wide
Ethel
May
Paschall.
presented
poles
being
in
N.
the
W.
Ellis,
Qr.
of scribed in deed book 25
is in the Agriculture college
it 'rises. Consequently. milk will to know the percentage Of butterpage 621
variation in the percentage of fat
bouquets to the oldest- mother it to the postmaster.
and is a member of Y. M. --C. A., said Section (Nearer eight-three in the office of the Clerk of tho
test lower daring the 'summer fat ia the cream he has removed
-A
very
fine
article;
vein
,
among cows of the'samebreed. For
present
(83)
which
fine;
was
Mrs. Loam
acres and
sixty-five (65) Calloway Court
and 4-H Club.
menthe. especially June and Jaly and in most cases, he does not
example. in our own herd, we have
Brandon, 85 years of age. The what -do you propose to do with
poles) as shown by deed recorded
than daring the winter months. know the exact amount. ThereTract No. VI: Described as fol.
it?"
a variation in test which ranges
youngest
mother, Mrs. Shannon
in deed book "R" Page 191 in the
This is true, regardless of the time fore,'he must know that when this
lows to wit:- thirteen ( 131 acre:
"Well,
I
thought
or
printing
from 31 per cent to 5.9 per cent,
it
in
office of the Clerk of the Calloway Out of the
is done, it will mean a lower per Ellis. 21: the mother of most chil- my • paper."
of the year the cow freshened.
North West forty (40)
replied Prof. Throop.
dren. Mrs. Emmet Erwin, who
County Court
No. 6-Completeness of milking: centage of butterfat in his cans of
acres of the North East Quartet
'I
don't
'suppose
you
would object
has eight living and three dewhole
milk.
Tract No. II: Tract of eighty-six of Sec. 14, T. 3, R. 3 East, and beThe first milk drawn from the'udto _O
tt:
Variations in the fat percentage ceased.
and ono-half (114%) acres more or ing about fifty-four (54) polo
der is very low hi fat, each sucnot at all." said Williams,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Yandell
Wrather,
milk
of
the
are
rule, rather than
less in the South East Qr., of Sec- East and West and being' about
ceeding portion increasing in rich-.
of Lincoln, county; Ky., who ar- "but as soon as your paper conCalloway Circuit Court
tion 14, T. 3 East. and is the South thirty-three and one-third (33 1-3)
nes&
This variation will quite the exception. Because .of the
taining that article is off of the T. G. Swift
rived
Friday
dr
a
vacation
Gertie
With
East Corner of said Quarter, being poles North and South. and more
often range. from less than 1 per wide variation of factors which afpress you will receive a caller, Jessie
their
parents.
Mr.
and
Mrs. J. 0
Tidwell. Claude Tidwell.
North and South one hundred particular described in deed book
_ Calloway ('rrealt ,Court
cent for the first milk drawn, to, fect the milk- test, it is easy to
This Mrs. Lena Smith, Headly Swift,
Wrather, were at the services Sun- none other than myself.
C. P. Dick. Executor of .N. A. .
thirty-nine (139) poles and FAA 17. page 327 in the office of the
9 or 12 per cent forthe strippings.'understand Why the variation may
visitor
will shoot five
holes
day.
Emily Swift, Leon Cunningham,
and West one hundred five (105) Clerk of the Calloway county
Dick.
Consequently, unless a cow • is result from conditions existing on
'Mrs. Joe Charlton visited her through your-body with I Special Paris Swift, Duma Swift and
pates, Nearer ninety-three and Court.
Plaintiff. thoroughly milked and all of the the farm, rather than because of
4r
.38
Smith
&
Wesson,
and
an
ama- Clinton Swift,
brother-In:law; Douglas
Moore.
one-third (93 1-3) acres). as shown
V& Judgment
strippings secured. it
For the purchase price the purcertain fricorrect testing. When ever your
teur editor will lay aside his pen
milk tests vary, check up on the and Mrs. Moore of Wiswell last
Plaintiffs. by deed recorded in deed book No. chaser must execute bond with
'W. W. MCElrath and wife.
°
that the test will be lowered.
forever
'and
forever
moress
Wednesday.
Vs.
Moore
Mr.
is
Judgment
conconditions
which
have
been
men'5, Page 32 in the office of the approved securities, bearing
Defendants.
-No. 7-Marmer of inilking: Some
legal
fined to his bed most of the time. l'Oh, well, Mr. Williams," said H. C. Swift, Glenn Harris, Calvert Clerk of
. By virtue of a judgment and milkers irritate the eons. thus tioned above, and then, if you canthe Calloway County interest from the day of sale unProfessor Throop. "if that's the Harris, James
Their
son.
Con,
and
Mrs.
Nolan
Moore
Harris, Robert Court,
order of sale of the Calloway Cir- causing her to hold tip her milk. not arcotint for the variation. call
til
and
paid,
having
the
force and
and baby, Max, of Detroit, were way you feel about it. I don't Harris, Connie Boe Harris, Dorthy
Tract No. III: Tract of sixteen effect of a judgment. Bidders
cuit Court. .rendered at the April which of courae_lowe_rs the test -upon our Field Service Department
visitors in the home. Mrs. J. S. think I will publish it. .1 had no Nell Harris, Emma Sue Barrie,
and
will
we
be
glad
and
to
.run
a
_thereof..
one-half
term
1934,
in
above
the
(16%)
acres
more
or
8--liatertraL_
Nos-will
be
between
prepared
-t
milkto comply prom. _ _
idea you would become peeved Allen
"Killritrrir&;,mau Jessie
Mrs
less in tha-Soutir West Quarter of ptyl with
_ssman for the purpose of payment Wens When the Intervals -of.- 1Tine speeiiil cheat" test at_aggi-Alink It Smiatbmaams_ accompanied
terms.-George S.
ATOM-but spent most of the day over itr
Bruce -•Clatodrilleham,
of wools with interest from No- betwefh'' milkitigs .are unequal. Is not ahine a question, of ethics,
Sec. 13; 'I'. 3, R. 3 East, being just Hart, Master Commissioner
with former students of her school.
Veber L 1833 and costs -herein cows generally give a *mailer but of sound business
Mrs. Deck Paschall. Mrs. Cozy
expended. I shall proceed to offer amount of 'milk after the shorter as well. to 'pay each pgon the
for sale at the court hoose door In period, but the- milk is slightly fair and honest amount due him Myers and --?,fri-nEleed Outland.
Milt Miles spent Several days
for his milk. at_all times. _
Murray. Kentucky. to -the highest richer is fen. •
•
last week with his sister. Mrs. FuI Watch for this dairy -column in
bidder at public auction. on MonNo. 9-Feeds and feeding: Any
trelle. of Paris, who had pneuday. the 28th.day of May, 1934. at change in fees) or in feeding prac- next week's issue of -The Ledger
monia, but -since has made imo'clock. ok.,thenlabOut („sarne be- tice causes the fat test to vary. & Times. We believe that we are
ing county. court day). upon a The kind of feed or the manner going to discuss n sobject of muck provement.
credit of six months, the follow---of feeding seem to affect the 'test. interest fa yea.
Ed Prewitt. Manager Field
ing described property. being and Cows starved or greatly underfed.
Service Department, Murray
lying in Ca/lovraYr` County Keil- May Priduce•inilk somewhat lower
Milk Products Company.
.tuciry.'-towit:
in fat percentage than normal.
The north half of lot No. fourNo. 10---W eather . conditions:
_teazi-Ilt) as _shown iT17-41tt plat_of When _ccoes..are exported. to cold
_the_town of Murray. except seven rains or other . severe weather,
In hit interesting daily colarrua in
end one-half f7L-i) 'feet off of - the 4-hey will shring in milk flow and
The Louisville Times J. Tandy Elsernt side of said half.- being used may yieldmilk low in fat.
' Several of the young people at- lis told a story last week 'about
and reserved for ,art alley. Said
skkr. 11-Excitement: -Cows 'are tended the play at Hazel Satur- the late Prof. Throop and,one Of
deed now of record in deed book naturally of a nervous- tempera- day night. A ,number of
.people the experiences of his brief edi55. page 576 Calloway County Court ment , and any condition which also attended services
of the Lynn torial career.
Clerk's office.
• •
causes them to become •excited. Grove and Murray sehools Sunday
Lots of local people remember
For the purchase price the pur- will -result In a decreased milk evening.
both Mr. Curd and Prof Troop.
chaser must execute bond with flow 'and a lower • percentage of
Relatives of Elder Rob Nesbitt In fact, The Ledger & Times has
rppreved securities, bearing legal butterfat. This can be caused. by received letters last
week stating a good many subscribers on its
interest from the day of sale un- ill treatment, on the part of the that he was able to
sit up part of list who originally subscribed when
til paid. and having the force and caretaker pr by following the alto- the time. Elder Nesbitt
has been Logan Curd was editor of The
effect of a judgment. Bidders will gether too, common bad practice confined, to his bed
most of the Ledger. & Times' progenSpars.
be prepared
- to - comply promptly of sending a dog to the pasture time the past year with
complicaThe story follows:with these terms.-Georce S Hart. to drives-thescows jto the barn tions.
Logan Curd was one of the bestMaster Commissioner.
lot
Frank Ellis attended the K.
known editors in Kentucky. He op-
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A SIX COSTS LESS
TO RUN
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33 GASOLINES TAKE"HILLIEST'S"
GULF WINS 7 OUT OF 12 T
_

EaglomiNing facts prove it.
1111411401K• In building
wstaty tem mms cam tranAnns it
And the elawdef over 3,11111,11811 Chevrolet Slx defilers removes anyelesdow of
doubt about it: The only way to get
real economy in a low-piked car is
Id insilt On SIXcynwdbrs and
OVERHEAD valves.
CHEVROLET

IS there a difference in
gasolines? READ THIS
Thu on famout American
from
Massachusetts to South Cars/Ora-tinny
that the potter of gaudiest telling at the
'TOW prin-sprry
In each of-these tests, gaplines

r---

bought from local service stations competed to see which could propel a car
and heavy load up hill farthest before
the motor stalled. Resultt?..
_GULF WON MORE HILL TESTS
THAN 32 OTHER GASOLINES

COMBINED! Study the chart below! Then go to any Gulf station
and test That Good Gulf Gasoline
for yourself!

,LOOKOUT MT., TENN., where it
borrowed- 0mi:role:,, running in high /ref
and hauling 3200 lbs
sawed 13
brands of gasoline*. GULF WOD11

-

HOW 33 GASOLINES RANKED (TisTu4smAu.AT)

AS•••••1:••• tried, maps•four • hied rode 14.011, eld 14. appe•wimaterly 4..•••••• pries

•
TEST WINNER

•i MOM
it 2

1130111

#3

-P

2-* MACE T.PUKE 4'.PUCE

PUICE 4.PLACE 7.• NYE

CHEVROLET

SIX cylinders—no morel—because
igtra cylindees_pmeen extra cost for
ipsoelk upkeep and parts. OVERHEAD
Wives— nothing else!— for the same
good reason that airplanes use thorn.
And speedboats. And racing can.They
get the MOST power out of the LEAST
gas. That's why overhead valves are
the choice of loaders—and champions.
curvitotzileccron co.,oEraorr.POCH.
Campers Clierrela's inn delivered
easy c.m.A.c.bars. A Gerund

OVERHEAD VALVE SIX
is the most
economical
car in the world

and
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EACH OF THE BRANDS of gasoline tested is indicated on the chart by a letter. A to Z6. Note
that Gulf gas was esiforrefy best! Other Pligh4anking gasoline& varied widely in different tots.
.•
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There's more power in THAT GOOD GULF GASOLINE

MP.
•

Farmer-Purdom Motor. Co., Inc.

West Main Street

Phone 97

Murray, Kentucky
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